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PREFACE AND KXPLANATOHT NOTES ON THE RADIO INTERCEPT SERVICE

It is generally known that the individual troop units of the

amies must maintain contact with one another in war as well as in

peace.

In peace tiiae, when the several troop units had stations which

were in the main fixed, communication was carried on by wlxe,

(telephone, teleprinter) or by courier post.

Only during grand maneuvers were orders* reports, etc., from

the higher echelon to the troop units and between the troop units

themselves, passed by radio.

In war time, when the troop units were in constant motion, they

frequently had to change their locations and were far amy from each

other in the vast theater of war, and maintained contact with one

another exclusively by radio.

To each troop unit was assigned a radio station which had trans-

mitting and receiving apparatus by means of which it maintained radio

contact with the adjacent troop units and received or sent necessary

•
'

• .--adio station bad .

' i mm eell atgM

and transmitting and/or receiving wave length which was known to the

other stations with which it cammunicated.

If orders and reports had been sent by radio in plain text, they

could have been intercepted and evaluated by anyone, whether friend

or fooo To avoid that, the important reports and commands were en-

crypted by means of a code which was prepared at a central crypto-

graphic unit, i.e., the text to be transmitted was replaced by digits

according to a code and was then radioed in those digits. For this

purpose each radio station had especially trained cipher personnel.

These code clerks were responsible for the correct encipheraent and

decipherment of the texts.

All reports and commands of the enemy that t$ere sent by radio

were intercepted by the other side. For this purpose special re-

ceiving stations were set up which picked up all radiograms of the

opponent.
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Enciphered radiograms went to a section (located at each radio re-

ceiving station) and wore there given special treatment, i.e., an

attempt was made to decipher the text of the radiogram from the

groups of numbers. This unit then was concerned with decipherment of

the radiograms and hence of the code by which the test had been en-

To clarify sane expressions which appear frequently in the report

certain points raill be taken up here.

The central unit of the German Air Force which directed all the

radio intercept service was called the "Chiffrter-Stelle". It really

should not have bean called thus because it was concerned exclusively

with decipherment and evaluation of intercepted radiograms of the enemy

and had nothing to do with encipherasnt. The duties of this Chiffrier-

Stalls included the preparation of various codes, encipherasnt tables

and cryptographic materials by which radiograms could be enciphered.

The radio intercept service merely received messages which the

eneny sent by radio , deciphered the enciphered massages and evaluated

the deciphered text* The deciphered and evaluated reports and canmands

of the enemy were called ^V.N." • confidential reports? because they

did not come from agents and could be regarded as completely confidential*

The reports which were brought in by agents (espionage) could not al-

ways be regarded as completely confidential since they did not coma

directly from the enemy as did the enciphered radiograms. Agent re-

ports and intercept reports cams from two different sources of in-

formation and were utterly different in their nature. During the war

it was possible to get better and more reliable information regarding

the enemy, his movements* intentions* supply* strength and character of

the troops through the intercept service than through actual espionage.

Even in peace time every country was trying to gather all kinbs of

information regarding its immediate neighbors. This did not necessarily

mean preparation for war, but it was done for security reasons* These

bits of information were gathered in different ways. Bvery country that
* Translator's note: Others interpret V.N. as VerlSssliche Nachridrten -
reliable reports.

6
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*as always open for foreign travel would always afford every other

country the possibility of getting a picture of its cities, streets,

bridges and even individual factory installations, etc. Only in a rare

case could this be done in the Soviet Union. For 20 years (figuring

down to 1939) the Soviet Union had been separated from the rest of the

world by an Iron Curtain and only very fei? photographs of this country

roadbed other ooustrlM. Hoi until tin QaHHa-tasedLsn tor, whan Qer •

man troops penetrated far into Russian territory and countless photographs

came into the hands of German official agencies, was it possible to form

an idea of this peculiar country by evaluating these photos. Using the

many pictures taken during the war, including both those taken by air

reconnaissance and those by the ground organisations, it was possible

to put together a so-called p5xtorial atlas which contained not only the

associated air photographs but all other pictures of cities, streets,

bridges, character of the soil and major features of the landscape.

These pictures were carefully coordinated with maps, and evaluated,

yielding a pictorial atlas such as had never been attempted before for

a country like the Soviet Union.

In my report I should like to treat primarily three areas which afford

a survey of

1. The radio intercept service of the German Air Force,

2. The radio and cipher service of the Red Anny, and

3. The evaluation of the pictorial documents from the Soviet Union.

I shall not attempt to compose my report on a scientific basis but shall

try to explain the several subjects as siiaply as possible.

The experts in the radio intercept service who were occupied pri-

marily with the East displayed their special talents during the entire

campaign in the East down to the final day of the war in untiring posi-

tive effort and their success in creating a mosaic was deserving of

recognition. Since they were dealing with secrets of the first order,

tto?y performed their valuable i*ork without fanfare so that only a very

small circle knew anything about it and they remained unknown heroes.

7
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It is not saying very much to call them unknown heroes because by their

hard mental labor they helped their comrades at the front in many ways.

By their swift decipherment of important en«ny radiograms they were able

to avoid heavier losses among their comrades, to keep them from being

•neireled by the mwmy , nd tlMy vould ham avoided bht oateetMffcgr el

Stalingrad if the German Command had acted properly on the basis of their

prompt reports. These unknown heroes did their duty day and nigxt be-

cause they were convinced that they vera fighting their comrades at

the front, only with a different weapon* And this weapon could be power-

ful and effective if it had been properly recognised and utilised by the

higher echelons. Thttmgft Its efforts tba i-d-ercsv-o sarvlM waa ibis te

reveal the activity of the Red Amy in many ways both before and during

the war. This was the chance such as had never been afforded before. I

hardly believe that any foreign power will again succeed in iaiming

through its intercept service as much regarding the Sod Army because we

must definitely assuce that since the mr the Russians have learned a

great deal regarding the valuable results of the German Intercept Service

and have remade their own radio and cipher service completely. The

errors and the frivolity of which thqy were guilty down to the very end

of the war they will probably not repeat. And should that be the case,

then the czyptanalysts of the future will have a hard task and will

hardly be able to solve their problems 10Q£ aa was done down to the end

ox the Mar.
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CHIPTGLQGIC SERVICE IN WORLD WAR II

Part I.

Setting up the Cryptologic Service in the German Air Force *

Although there had been a well established cryptologic section with

numerous outstationa (intercept stations) in OOf since 1923? the then

young German Air Force did not start to set up similar stations until

1936.

In spite of the waning by ODT and in spits of its suggestion to

combine the cryptologic units of the three branches of the armed ser-

vices, the High Command of the Air Force xesolved to make itself entirely

independent of the amy in this field and dispatched its interpreters to

the fixed radio intercept stations of the armor. Taese interpreters were

to receive the necessary instruction in cryptology from the Amy as long

as the Air Force should not have set up its asm intercept stations so that

they would be able to function independently with their own stations.

Sach army intercept station worked by itself and in the main quite

independently. They received Important instruction from the intercept

control center (Chiffrler-Stelle OUT) and had to send their final re-

sults to this station regularly. The amy intercept station was divided

into four separate sections:

1. Receiving station (with 12 to 15 receivers),

2. Traffic analysis,

3* Content evaluation,

4. Cryptanalysis.

Like the operators, all the evaluators and cryptanalysts were civilian

employees. Only the head of the station and the administrative personnel

were in the military service. The several sections worked absolutely

separate from one another and the cxyptanalytic section was particularly

secret and carried onits work in the main without the knowledge of the

other sections.

The 12 to 15 receivers mre divided between day and night duty and

intercepted the radio traffic of the Red Amy. Sach receiver was
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assigned its range (frequency range) beyond which it must not go.

The single ranges owrlapped so that there could be no gap in the re-

ception. One or too receivers were always osrrolGjrad for such purposes,

but had to notify one another of results to avoid duplicate interception.

Each army Intercept station had its own intercept area: Northern, Central

or Southern Sector of the Russian traffic.

Reception as a whole was directed by Traffic Analysis which received

instructions from Content Evaluation and Cryptanalysis to supplement its

own observations.

The chief duties of Traffic Analysis were:

1. Interpretation of call signs and frequencies of the Russian radio
stations*

2. Interpretation of operational signals in Russian procedure traffic.

3» Organisation of the intercepted networks and its evaluation.

4. Reconstruction of tables of frequencies and call signs.

5. Evaluation of Russian traffic on the basis of interpretations
made.

Even before the war some 9QS6 of the intercepted Russian messages were

enciphered. The remaining 10£ were sent in clear. These clear messages

were mostly weather messages or pure procedure traffic between single

stations. The enciphered messages were received in groups of 3~> 4~

or 5~ digits and were worked on by the cryptanalytic group. The de-

crypted messages, with the Russian text entered thereon, were then passed

to the Content Evaluation Section. Here the decrypted massages were

translated into Geraan and a V.N. report was compiled daily from the

intercepts. Content Evaluation also carded all troop units mentioned in

the messages, all places, names of commanders and other significant data, and

in connection with the Traffic Analysis Section passed its reports to the

next higher unit, in this case OKW/Chi.

After eight months of general instruction at the anqy intercept

station and after successful practical work in cryptanalysis I was called

to the newly established Chiffrier-Stelle in the Air Ministry where I

was given the desk "&&&££BQBCd2^**

10
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Late in 1936 the Cipher Section in WM, i*hich was then called the

7th Section of the General Staff, began to work independent of the

Anny. At the same time the three intercept stations of the Air Force

were set up: 1. KBnigsberg, 2. Breslau, 3. near Berlin.

These three outstations 5 disguised at that time tinder the name

^etterftok^Stapfang^tellen" (weather stations), began working with

their hardly trained personnel and tried to intercept only Russian Air

Force traffic. At that tizne this was relatively easy. The Russian Air

Force sent its radiograms in two- or three-digit groups and the call

signs differed considerably in structure from those of the Aray. Only

part of the intercepted messages could be decrypted at the outstatlons

because the cxyptanalytic personnel had scarcely any experience in this

field and was solving only the simplest ciphers (Cflesaren ). The unde-

ciypted radiograms were sent currently to the Chiffrler-Stelle ELM.

81am .fTOii tide point on, X was in eharfi °- the exyptaMlytio

work against the East and was made responsible for the course of de-

cryption both at the ChiffrieiHStelle of RLM itself and at the throe

outstatlons, I shall describe primarily this type of work in my report.

However I shall not stick to cryptanalysis but shall also touch upon any-

thing which had to do in any way with the cryptologic service.

In order to report on the extensive work of the Chiffrier-Stelle . I

should like to give first a short survey of the organisation and build-up

of the czyptologic service.

The main cryptologic unit, which had its seat in the Air Ministry, was

as a whole subordinate to the Chief of the Air Signal Service. It was

subdivided into four desks or groups.

1. Cryptanalysis.

2. Content Evaluation.

3* Traffic Analysis.

4- Intercept stations.

While the intercept stations consisting of 12 to 15 receivers were

housed with the other groups at each outstatiori, the intei-cept statiori of
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Each outstation was assigned its work range, beyond which it was

not permitted to go, and was supposed to work quite independently as

far as possible and to send its VN*s and its traffic reports to the

Chiffriei^Stelle and also to the competent Air District Command.

All the intercepted traffic from all four intercept stations was

worked oa at the HIM Chiffrier^Stelle and the results were imparted to

the three outstations* This resulted of course in acme duplication

of effort which could not be avoided but which served very well as a

control and for correcting mistakes.

Sketch of the several *-*ork areas.
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The function cf the Cryptanalytic Section of the Chiffrier-Stelle

in the Air Ministry consisted not rarely in picking up and guiding aU the

cryptanalytic effort directed against the East and in decrypting systems

not solved by the three outstations, but also in instructing the newly es-

tablished outstations of the Air Force in all matters and in training the

personnel in accord with experience gathered. The newly recruited per-

sonnel had to be given the proper introduction to cryptanalysis in order

to be able to perform independently in the course of time the problems

which wold be encountered.

After the incorporation of Austria the third outstaticn of the Air

Force moved to Vienna and a camouflaged secondary station was set up in

tadapMt* Etta ipecial station la nmlipsst ma named by inriaywl so

lected by the ELM ChlfftlerHStelle (Geraans in civilian clothes) and

worked in close contact with the Intelligence Service of the Hunger*4^

Ministry of War.

Thanks to the viell developed coomunication network between the RLM

Chiffrier-Stelle » the three outstations and the special station in Buda-

pest, the Chiffrier-Stelle received copious traffic in the speediest

fashion and was able to do its cryptanalytic work better and more pre-

cisely.

After the Air Force had established its own intercept and cipher

service, any help from and any insight into the secret branch of OSsf/Chi

was at first generally made very difficult. The rivalry of the three

branches of the armed forces and later x*hen the High Connand of the amy

(00) had set op ita on cryptologic unit la Berlin and Una aadi It-

self independent of OW/Chi - a bitter rivalry existed between these

two cryptologic agencies. It is only due to the fact that I was well

acquainted personally with the directors of the cryptologic agencies

of OKfcf and GSH that it was possible to establish a fairly close contact

and to reach a positive collaboration and an exchange of experiences and

of solved systems. This informal understanding and collaboration also

made it possible for me to get a full survey of the cryptographic systems

of the Russian Anay, flfcvy and Border Quard (NKVDj.
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ICTBtoi&re SERVICE COP TOB GEBMAJ? AIR

In January 1937 the newly cst&hlished C^friw^Stella TJM began

writing initially with a ftov people. The entire cryptanalytic personnel

bad little or no training, bad no practical experience, and initially wasted

acre according to tbaix buncbaa than on any professional basis.

Luckily tba Russian Badio and Cipher Sarrica ma also baing developed

at tba sane tiae* Before I pass on to tbs central work of tha intercept

sarrica of tba German Air Fare©, I should lite to giro a short raport on tha

structure and activity of tha Russian radio coimjnlcations.

Ail units of tha Had Amy in Eis?qp©&n Busaia were divided into several

military districts (¥0 « Voenyj Okrug): LVO a Leningrad Military District,

im « Moscow Military District, SVO * Kiev Military District* KhVO

Chsrtov Military District, ate. Tba radio stations of tha vacrieua units

i im ii it ated with ona another by radio only within tfasir military districts*

Each ailitasry iletrlet bad its am system of call signs and wars len&the„ Even

ca tto bas£.y of different t^pes ocf call signs cos could detemlne wtMthtir

an Amy or an Air Forca station was involved. Ttm Amy stations usually

used four to five letter call signs. The Air Sorce, on tha othar hand, bad

ttoae flam cell wU/m (3 Irttora or I latiaaa aril n ll«lt). QaU §i0N wm
ohanpdl daily both In tha Amy and tha Air Force*

Tha Russian radio stations coonmicatad with one another in various

fashions:

1. Star traffic,

2. Link traffic

3* Circular traffic which bad a varying number of stations.

To earih ratio station Mi aaaijped a cipher offloar sol bo the radio

control station a cipher section. They warn responsible for aaaing that all

tactical and isportant radiogsraas sont enciphered. Tbtty got their

lastraetiom as wall as ttalr of|f%qfra|hlo astarlsl ffeoa Mm rata otjpto-

graphic cantor in Moscow and had to follow precisely the instructions for

t&e uee of the several notes rat algfcrao. Bat the* this wo not always

the para will ha raported oleotfuue
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Like the call signs and frequencies* the keys to the several codes

ohangwl daily. The change took pHaoa aft -t^ffr* Bn—Ian Um either

according to system tables issued for a week or ten days or else the

call signs* nave lengths and keys for the new day were announced in an

enciphered message or mt by courier.

For internal traffic of the various Nations of the Bed Army (i.e.,

for amy and air force) a uniform "conversation table" (Peregovornaya

Tablitse ) was used. The regulations* issued by the cipher section in

Moscow, stated that the use of this table was permissable only for pro-

cedure messages between the several stations and for practice purposes

In enciphering messages of inznaterial content. However, this rule was

often overlooked by the personnel, they sent their tactically important

messages quite often in this simple substitution, whereupon a strict

This ^conversation table" was simple in structure and in encipher-

ment and could be solved in a short time and its basic form recovered.

(For details see Part II).

Since the rule against enciphering important and secret material

with the above mentioned table was frequently disregarded and Russian

radio stations frequently requested one another to send through the

keys for the day, the decoders at the German Chiffrier»«Stelle frequently

obtained new keys in this fashion and could decrypt the intercepted

messages quickly and easily.

This violation of security on the part of Russian radio personnel

was observed often during the war. It was impossible to determine pre-

cisely whether this was due to frivolity or to a primitive quality of

the Russian personnel which was just then in training. Instruction from

above did not seem to have much effect on the Russian radio personnel

because the same mi stakes were made over and over again.

Tactical coraoands and military pronouncements of the ground orga-

nisations of the Russian Air Force were sent enciphered in an Air Force

code. Before the war only one Air Force code was in use at one time for

military districts.

15
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Such an Air Force code was generally changed just before the Autumn or

Spring maneuvers..

The main cipher section in Moscow usually issued such a code two or

three weeks before the beginning of the maneuvers, so that the personnel

could become familiar with the code. In this prensaneuver period messages

enciphered in this code with insignificant content were exchanged by all

Russian stations which were to participate in the maneuvers. At this

time the German intercept stations had to pay special attention to all

traffic which used this new code so as to pick up plenty of messages*

Since enough message material was received, the cryptanalytic section at

the Chiffrier^Stelle of ELM was able to solve the newly introduced Air

Force code relatively quickly. The deciphered code was then recon

structed, reduced to the basic code, the decipherment was recognised

along with its changes, and before the maneuvers began, the first docu

mentary materials were sent to all outstations after which the inter-

cepted traffic was decrypted immediately at the outstations.

M^mwm of tl9 Bad Manor
\
\ Bad&o traffic

The entire maneuvers of the Red Away with its Air Force could be

followed very precisely by the intercept service. During this time much

information and much experience would be gathered by the German cipher

units. The German operators learned to know the fists of the several

Russian stations and were able to recognize the* again in spite of changes

of call sign and frequency. The Traffic Analysis Section interpreted

the various links and networks, compiled new call-sign tables which

were baaed on ipeelfio qyaian and were also abla bo identity mm

Russian stations. The Cryptanalytic Section could do good work with the

abundant material, the code was recovered and the deciphered messages

were read almost lOQjg, the recovered groups of the code were sent cur-

rently to all outstations and the text,3 of the messages were carefully

studied. (Structure of such an Air Force code is shown in Part II).

Content Evaluation was able to follow the entire maneuver by the solved

messages and composed a comprehensive report. All names, places, types

of planes, etc., were carefully carded.
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These Air Force codes were rather simple in structure before the war,

contained at most only ten pages with 100 lines each, hence such a code

could contain at most 19000 different groups, i.e., letters, digraphs,

words, sentences, numbers, punctuation marks, types of planes, compass

points, places and troop units* In spite of the fact that there were

quite a few words in such a code which might have been used by the

Russian cipher personnel, the text of the messages was usually made up

of letters. The text which was for the most part made up solely of

letters reveals, as is well known, the frequency of the single letters

which have been expressed in digit groups and is easily solved on the

basis of a count. The words which then appear sporadically in the text

could be guessed by the context. So, although these codes when properly

employed could afford sufficient secrecy, they were used in a very primi-

tive fashion and could be solved in a very short time*

It was possible to recognise the beginning of the maneuvers by the

increased radio traffic and the large number of messages. Hardly any

plain text was transmitted during maneuvers. Even weather messages and

location reports were sent enciphered by special weather codes and system

tables.

During the maneuvers of the Red Array there was a constant exchange of

experiences, observations and interpretations between the cipher sections

of the Air Force, 0KW, and 0KH 9 whereby the Amy as well as the Air Force

compared and exchanged new types of solved systems. Among other things

this made it possible to recognise that Russian radio and cipher personnel

were still in training and had a great deal to learn.

Aside from the usual Autumn and Spring maneuvers, there were simple

theoretical exercises in the intervals between. In connection with

these Sl»1«t»l MBMIWI SHOT BSSMfSS MN eiuhampl A certain pair

centage could be regarded at once as pure training traffic. These

messages contained either at the beginning of the digit group the indi-

cator "UGh" (Uchebnava » practice message), or they were characterised

by digits in an ascending or descending sequence.

17
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For example: 345 678 901, or 7654 3210 9876, etc., or groups of like

digits appeared: 2222 5555 0000. Ifcese groups of like digits occurred

scattered through the entire message and attracted attention by their

frequent repetition so that the messages could be recognized at once as

practice messages.

Such practice messages were transmitted merely for practice in

sending, contained nothing but arbitrarily selected groups of digits and

were quite meaningless. Our operators had to pay attention when they

picked up such immediately recognisable practice messages. As soon as

they recognised them, they were to stop intercepting and pick up other

networks which were carrying real traffic.

Another group of radiograms which could also foe characterised as

practice messages involved massages with enciphered text. These, when

deciphered, revealed thoroughly military character. They contained orders,

reports on enemy movements with place data, unit designations, unit move-

ments, delays in supply and other tactical matters.

When these enciphered messages were first intercepted and decrypted

(they were all enciphered by the code momentarily in use), it was assumed

initially that local maneuvers of separate troop units were involved* Bat

when in the course of time the same texts reappeared word for word,

enciphered in a different code, it was recognised that these were make-

believe maneuvers. This exercise was carried out therefore not merely to

give the operators practice in sending but also to train the code clerks.

For training purposes tactical teats had to be enciphered well and quickly

and at the same time the sending of the operators could be rechecked.

Since before the war all decrypted messages were carefully assembled

in the HL&! (Mffrier-Stelle . there came into being in the course of time

a so-called reference work which the ciyptanalyst often used when thqy

wanted seme striking expression in their work on a new code. Thanks to

the collection of tactical practice messages a new Air Force code could

be solved and worked out in a brief time. In connection with the ini^i

solution of these new codes certain sentences and place names attracted

attention c After the old messages had been studied it was Inarmed that

this was probably the same test.
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Ob the basis of the eount made of the our messages the text of the old

messages ma inserted in the new messages on the basis of frequencies*

the aeraqpfc&oo mm fuUj confined and the new oode mm qpLddy tad

ocfitotolar Ntitasd* This aiwpla bowed dearly tba possibilities with

which the cryptaaalyBt can count and what ought not to be done to

facilitate the betrayal of his systems to the enaray. Such and similar

examples -were repeated during the war.

Training of Crrotanalytlc Personnel

In the period between the maneuvers of the Bed Army, when radio

traffic was in general quiescent, practical use of the time was Bade in

the cryptanalytie section of the Chiffrier^teUe HLM and at the three

out?tat5.ons. The ©ryptaoalytic personnel, which was constantly being

reinforced, was given additional training in courses given by nyself.

All the traffic which had already been decrypted was worked through once

more, the solved codes were filled in still further and all the results

were evaluated.

To these cxyptanalytic courses, which were held at the Chiffrier-

Stella in Berlin, all the cryptanalysts of the three outstations came in

turn. Hh& individual courses lasted about four weeks. The man had to

encipher the texts themselves. As models they had the previously solved

codes both of the Air Foree and of the Ansy. In this way they learned to

recognize new types of codes and of enelpheraents end aim learned the

correct way of a ciphering teats Bm tests used tor v>:; : ;o aonareifc^

wore the Russian practice texts mentioned above. These were to be de-

ciphered in good workmanlike fashion hj the participants in the course.

They knew neither the code nor the encipherroent used for these texts.

In this practical work the members of the course could see for them-

selves how little thoughtless errors in enciphennent facilitate the

work of the cryptanalyst.

The umbers of the course were instructed only in Russian ciphers.

First they were taught the most elemental concepts of cryptanalyais

using simple substitution tables.

SECRET
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When they had had enough practice with these and had mastered the

logical steps of decipherment, mope difficult types were attested.

Since at the beginning of their activity these people could not

distinguish between the solution of a code and its decryption, it was

necessary to impress this upon them so as to facilitate decryption in

general (decipherment and recovery of the basic code* see Part II).

The Russians had a fondness for all types of system tables. They

set up tables of call signs, frequencies and keys by whieh they co^ld

without question work well, quickly and simply, but by means of which

they also facilitated the work of the eneaxy*3 intercept service. Once

those system tables for enciphement of the codes had been recognised

by the German ciyptanalysts, special value was attached to their re-

covery since with then it was merely necessary to decode the intercepts

without solving them.

Ibe cryptographic systems received from OKU and OEH, i.e., pure amy

codes, were also worked through in these courses. In this my the Air

Force ciyptanalysts became acquainted with other types and systems which

stood them in good stead later on.

In these three years before the war the ciyptanalytic unit of the

Air Force, thanks to its self-trainiixg and new methods, caught up with

the unit of the aragr, which was already fifteen years old, and was able

to work independently and not without success on its own.

The employment of the intercept service in the Amy and Air Force

was different before the war. Even in the matter of training the newly

recruited ciyptanalytic personnel by giving courses no general intro-

duction to traffic analysis was given at the amy stations. On the one

hand, all decipherers of the Air Force worked in close connection with the

various evaluators and, on the other hand, the evalxtators got a survey

of current work in cryptanalysis so that each helped the other with

supplemental^ information and suggestions for simplifying the job as a

whole. In the Amy these fields of endeavor were strictly separated

f*om one another. According to the regulations, the evaluators must not
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be initiated into the Mfk of cr^ptanalysis and the ciyptanalysts

novo? got any exact information regarding the results of evaluation*

Later on the army took over to some degree this close collaboration

of the several fields of the intercept service,, but only to a degree*

and this separation of the several fields resulted in a certain dis-

advantage which was recognised even by the intercept service of the

amy itself.

Ilbreoverp the constant struggle for existence, rivalry and a desire

for prestige betxieen the t&o cipher units of OSW and OKH led to a

dispersion of the few good ciyptanalysts available. Since the cipher

section of OKH had made itself completely independent and taken over

control of the arasy intercept stations (outstations)* the cipher

section of OEW, since it had no intercept stations of its o>m and was

left *?ithout traffic, was practically put on ice or was dependent on the

good will of CMffrler-Stelle OKH. The amy unit was delisted ,et having

pat OKU/Chi on ice eo that It had to Gpend its time on Archive ssateriai

and was not ready to admit that the vrell trained capable cryptaxialysts

of QWi uwr* really idle. Only because I WM personally acquainted v:ith

influential parties in both units was I able to bring about ^peace" by

arranging for elose cooperation between the three agencies and to get

all the eryptanalytic talent bade on productive work.

In the three years before the war the Cxyptanalytie Section East of

the German Air Force developed in a perfectly natural fashion . In order

to pick up all the traffic on the Russian Air Force netwrks the inter-

cept stations had to get Eicre receivers. The frequency ranges monitored

trere \sorked over more precisely and subdivided, the search for hitherto

undetected traffic was intensified* and so the number of intercepts in-

creased automatically.

The three outstations of the Chiffrier^Stelle ELM (BSnigsberg), Bres-

lau and Vienna) !?e:ee tNtfptd iatafWft area;; beyond -±±ch they not

to go. All radiograms not deciphered at the outstation were forwarded
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currently to the cryptanalytic section of the fljtfS^HdB^flil

It in turn sent to the outstations the cotes oxA Bystw

of encipherment which it solved. All newly interpreted groups of the

codes in uso as veil as all types of encipherments were supplied to the

exyptanalytic units of the three outstations so that completion of the

code resulted simultaneously in all the cryptanalytic units.

At certain intervals of time I or cy representatives visited the

three outstations and checked to see whether the ciyptanalyoic sections

were doing their work in the same way it was done at the central unit.

The heads of the cryptanalytic sections of the outstations were also

summoned to the Chiffrier-Stelle ELM from time to time so that they

could follow the cryptanalytic procedure and its organization so as to

conduct their work in the same way.

This uniform procedure* which I suggested and put through, turned

out later during the war to be very practical end useful.

In the course of time I worked out in our own cryptanalytic unit

a precise delineation of the several fields because the laanifoldness of

the isork required it and the personnel had to accustom themselves to

specialised tasks.

The entire cryptanalytic unit at the ChiffriernStelle ELM was

divided into the following groups;

1. 2-digit groups Handled all messages transmitted in 2-digit
groups ~ Cfisaren.

2. 3-digit groups Handled all messages transmitted in 3-digit
groups code books.

3* 4-digLt groups Handled all messages transmitted in 4-digit
groups code books.

4» ^eurlhtgifferungWHandled all unsolved new codes and encipher-
ments and recovered the basic form of the code.

5* "Ausarbeitung" Worked on solved codes using the accumulated
traffic, [to complete recovery].

6. nPlanquadrate" Merely worked on those types of enciphered
coordinated which occurred in enciphered messages.

7. Search and Idem- Surveyed the solved codes and maintained a card
tification service Jlle of places, names, troop units appearing in

messages.
8. Business office Recorded Top Secret docura&nts and conducted

correspondence.

To each group was assigned a specialist, the best cryptanalyst or

expert, who was made responsible to me for the fast and satisfactory

functioning of his group. Each group head was free to make improvements
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in the working process, to try out and employ new methods for more

rapid and easier decryption of the messages. If these experiments turned

out well in practice they were also introduced at the outstations.

The control of the ciyptanalysis as a whole at the Chiffrier-Stelle

ELM and at the three outstations was centralized in my hands. Hy

superior at the Chlffrier-Stelle and the Chief of the Air Force Signal

Service, who understandably enough had no particular knowledge in the

field of ciyptanalysis, placed full confidence in me and gave me a free

hand. What they asked of me was that the cryptanalytic effort Bast

should function satisfactorily both at the Chifftder-Stelle and at the

outstations. The internal organisation was entirely affair. The

instructions which went to the cryptanalytic units of the outstations

MM prepared kqr M blft hid to be signed, fey tin Chief off tin flflffljffr-

Stelle RIM. Directions and instructions given by telephone or by tele-

printer and changes in working methods were transmitted by me independ-

ently to the outstations and later laid before the Chief of the Chlffrier-

Stelle as a matter of routine.

In this way it was possible to achieve expert rapid work in all the

cryptanalytic units of the Air Force for which I alone was responsible.

I was also given absolute freedom in respect to collaboration with the

cryptologic agencies of OKfcf, GXH and OEM.

All undeciphered radiograms which were passed to the Chiffrier-St^llfr

by the outstations were worked on by the appropriate groups of the Crypt-

analytic Section of ELM. If these messages could not be deciphered, they

landed ultimately on my desk. I alone was permitted to decide whether

these undecrypted messages should continue to be collected or, when no

more wore coming in, should be destroyed. In this my we avoided having

outstations and the cryptanalytic groups at the Chifflrier-Stelle laying

aside undeciphered messages or destroying them and we were forced to

work over the intercepts more thoroughly.
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General Survey and Procedure

All Russian radiograms copied by the receivers came first to the

Traffic Analysis Section. This group vhich vas concerned with the inter-

pretation of call signs, procedure signals, frequencies and consequently

with the several radio networks, made its notations if it kneif which

call signs belonged to this or that unit. If the units were known, thqy

rare entered in red against the corresponding call sig?is. Moreover, the

individual messages were sorted by networks and links and passed to the

cxyptanalytic section.

All radiograms (enciphered) whether from its o*m intercept station or

from one of the three outstations came in the cryptanalyfcic section first

to the group "search and identification service". They were first sorted

according to the different types of j&essage groups within the links that

had been identified, having regard for the loss of tin®, and it was de-

termined which links could be solved by which already solved code3.

The "Search Identification Service" kept a double card file. Every

cod© solved in Bntzifferung-Ost was given a sexual number, e.g., EG. 35-3

or EC. 36-4, i.e., Russian Code Number 35 enciphered in 3-digit groups and

Eussian Code Humber 36 enciphered in 4-digit groups. The 2~digit systems

(CEsaran ) were designated C.T. * Cgsaren-Tafel plus the serial number.

Bach code number had ite own card in the file on which was entered the unit

(troop unit) which used this particular code. Furthermore there were en-

tered on this card the call signs with which the stations of this unit

developed their traffic with other units. The second file was arranged

by troop units. Each troop unit had its own card on which were entered all

code numbers used to encipher its traffic. Consequently when the Traffic

Analysis Section, in going through the intercepts, had interpreted the call

signs and appended the troop unit in red, it was possible to look up this

troop unit in the card file of the "Search and Identification Service",

find the code number and note it on the message. After being thus sorted,

the messages went to the groups which worked on 2-digLt, 3-digit and

4-digit messages.
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Messages tshichm given no coda number by the Search and Identi-

fication Service- bid to ho checked very precisely by the optrti of thi

various cryptanalytic groups. There was a possibility that the call signs

had been changed and that the Traffic Analysis Section could not yet inter-

pret the change. But since the codes and encipherments Khich were currently

being worked on were familiar to the czyptanalysts, it was possible to

identify the codes and hence also the troop units. When this was the case,

the cryptanalysts passed their observations to the "Search and Identifi-

cation Service". There the change of call sign mas noted in the card file

and notice given to the Traffic Analysis Section which in turn undertook

further interpretation and the setting up of the network.

But when messages could not be recognised by the exyptanalyst and a

count shoaed that a new code was involved, these messages were passed to

the group "New Decryption". The same thing happened with those messages

which were given a code number on the basis of the call sign but could

not be read by the code noted. In such cases the unit had put a near eode

into use and it would have to be newly broken.

This diecovezy was also passed to the ^Search and Identification

Service" which made an entry in its card file and passed the information

to the Traffic Analysis Section,

Aside from the card files mentioned there was set up in the "Search

and Identification Service" "a warrant for arrest" (Steckbrief) for each

code. It was a little book ^ith several pages. On page 1 was the designa-

tion of the unit. On page 2 were entered all the code numbers i«hich had

hitherto been used for this unit and been solved by the cryptanalytic unit.

On the next page ^ere listed place names P names of commanders and of other

troop units found in the solved messages enciphered by the code of the

unit in question.

When "New Decryption" received messages of a radio link for study

it called upon "Search and Identification Service" for the "warrant" of the

troop units concerned. It pulled all the codes listed as having been used

by this unit and compared their type, structure, system and eneipheraent

with the count that had been made of the new code. It could be assumed
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definitely that place nanies and signatures (names of eossoanders which

ware usually enciphered in letters or digraphs) would appear in the same

traffic with the new cod©. The eryptanalyst could find all these charac-

teristics in the "warrant* and thus obtain help in the solution of the

new code.

When it was impossible to determine fron the traffic which had to be

decrypted the troop unit to which the new code belonged (unknown call

signs), the ciyptanalysts had to start work without these characteristics.

Once the first interpretations had been made (these were generally

*Mrm*mB or signatur**), thac they ooold Inquire of the ^Stonta and

Identification Service" regarding the troop unit where the newly inter-

preted addresses or signatures occurred.

In the card file of personal and place names, which was also main-

tained in the "Search and Identification Service", there were entered

behind the nace or place name the troop units which had mentioned these

names cop places in their radiogram* Than the "vcrrant" could be need to

tettitati tUiUt solution.

The replacement of an old code by a neu* one or the identification of

the troop unit involved osi an unknown link \tas reported 3janediate3y to

the Traffic Analysis Section, Thereafter all additional messages could

be marked with the troop unit and further identification of the radio net-

work could be undertaken. Ms close collaboration 3aved a great deal of

tljne and speeded up the decryption of the messages and the identification

of the radio nets*

After "New Decryption" had solved the new code, i.e., when they had

gotten to the point where they could produce a text even though not a per-

fect one, and after they had reduced the solved code to its basic form

and recognised the system of superencipherment, this code would go to the

group doing current decoding. This group would then handle currently in-

coming Eessages and enter the text above the cipher numbers.

The newly solved code was assigned a serial R.C. No. by the "Business

Office" and this was immediately announced by teleprinter to the outstation

ia w'uu»u «u«a t»*is w^ixw u. i Q.h(A^
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With this the case was settled as far as "New Decryption9 was concerned.

Further work on the code, which of course still contained many unrecovared

groups (syllables, words, etc.), was dona in the group wAusarbeltung" . This

group received all the traffic that had already been partly deciphered in

the new code and worked over it conscientiously until the messages yielded

good text and numerous new groups were recovered*

Hew recoveries \<hen first guessed in this group were entered in the code

in pencil. When thsse new recoveries had been confirmed by other messages

•
*

' ~^ra entered la red nd nan oooddered 1000 correct* leu reootwiei

found while working on the code were entered on a slip by the worker. These

were sent to the several groups of cryptanalysts who were working on current

traffic in the new code and needed these new groups urgently to complete

their decodes. Moreover all new recoveries were reported by teletype to

the outstations in whose area the newly solved eode was in use.

To facilitate completing the recovery of the code, all syllables and

words that were definitely identified were entered alphabetically in a list.

In this list it is necessary to include in alphabetic sequence not merely

syllables and words but also digraphs, sentences and other typical items

which occurred in the enciphered messages. This yielded a reference work

of some 20 pages with 100 elements to the page.

Whenever in the solution of the new code a numerical group stood oppo-

site an empty cell and before or after this cell several words had already

been entered, it was possible to look up in the reference work the appro-

priate syllable or word which would both fit into the alphabetic sequence

and make sense in the message test.

This reference work was also supplied to the outstations who worked on

their codes by the same methods and were able to improve the already solved

codes. Every new interpretation, every solution of a code and identification

of keys was to be passed by the outstations to the Cryptanalytic Section of

the Chiffrier-Stelle . Codes solved by the outstations were assigned a serial

number by the Chi-Stelle (Cryptanalytic Section) and were passed to the

group "Auaarbeitung" for further work.

In the group "Ausarbeitung** there was a group of people who spoke Russian

perfectly. These experts did not need to be specialists in cryptanalyais.

They received the already solved codes, all superenciphermmts that fitted

in with partially solved mrasmfpflrt m**ty had to complete the text of
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the messages through their good acquaintance with the Russian language. For

this it was not enough to have a good knowledge of the Russian language, they

also had to be veil acquainted with the special terms used in the Russian

cipher service.

The remaining deciphsroent groups which were concerned primarily with

current decoding and with the solution of relatively simple easy codes

handled most of the intercepts. They were assigned some clerical helpers

who did not need to do any independent work in the decipherment of messages.

These helpers did not need to know Russian perfectly. They prepared counts

of new messages, sorted the intercepts, after picking out the best copies

they laid the others aside with a notation "duplicate". They were also

entrusted with the simple, task of entering the code values in the messages,

using the already recovered codes and enciphenncnts. The texts which they

entered schematically were later corrected by the exyptanalyst when, due to

garbles and errors in copying, the texts did not make sense. Those crypt-

analysts who could do no independent work were also used as decoders.

When in the midst of the text place names occurred with special encipher-

ment, those messages were passed to the group "Planquadrate" before they

went to "Content Evaluation". This group deciphered these place names,

which were enciphered by a special system, (they were generally sent in 5-

or 6~digit groups) and entered the place names in place of the digit groups.

All messages from different ciyptanalytlc groups went to "Content Evalua-

tion" after the ccmplete text had been entered. "Content Evaluation" went

over the text of each deciphered message carefully, noted all new informa-

tion on its dislocation charts made a radio situation report and forwarded

this currently to the Air Force Command Staff. All newly noted troop units

with their location or change of location were specially noted and reported

to the Command Staff. "Content Evaluation" also kept a careful card file

of all troop units, names of commanders, headquarters, types of planes,

types of fuel, etc., which appeared in the messages and the Cryptanalytic

Section often drew upon this when it needed precise data (names of troop

units, types of planes, etc. ) for the solution of a new code or for reading

individual messages.
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The current survey of the status of cryptanalysis as a *&oie and

the practical work in all typos of new cryptographic systems of the

Air Ftareo and the Anay made it possible for me to evaluate the results

of our cxyptanalysis. It was clear that th© work must be conducted from

a different point of view in the Anqy and the Air Force. The movements

of ground £/smations of the Array called for more time than did the

movements of air units and this was taken into account in the decryption

of the Amy codes. The interval beteeen the transmission of orders hy

radio and the execution of these orders within the air units *rae very short.

For this reason the cryptanalytic work on the Air Force codes had to be

done without loss of time.

In spite of the fact that it *&s not so vital in peace time that Air

Force radiograms really be deciphered before th© order for cooanitanent

(at maneuvers) was carried out, I insisted that the messages intercepted

for practice purposes must be decrypted quickly, at least cm the same (Bay

they were received. Every expert took an interest in seeing that the

messages in hie group ve^e never left unworked till the following day.

Ctaly "Bew Decryption1* «ao unable to adhere to the deadline, because solu-

tion of a new code called for several days of strenuous effort and es-

pecially for an adequate number of messages.

Radio Reconnaissance Service During the War.

Several hours before the German troops moved across the Polish border

day and night service in three shifts was introduced at the Chiffrier-

Stella and the three outstations.

If the activity of the intercept service of the Genaan Air Force

before the war consisted of a number of separate tests, one might compare

the -work at the beginning of the isar to a general test. The Chlffaler-

Stella with its czyptanalytic unit, evaluation unit and entire intelli-

gence set-up was able to prove that after three years of existence it was

equal to the task expected of it.
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In spite of the Non-agression Pact between Germany and the Soviet

Union, the intercept service against the Soviet Onion was intensified.

The Chiffrie^SteUe of the High Command of the Air Force and all its

outst&tions were in a genuine state of alert* Every movement, every re-

grouping of the Bed Army as a whole was closely observed and reported to

the Ccmsnand Staff of the Air Force.

The cryptographic systems of the Bed Army changed, to be sure, but

in type and structure remained the same as before and could be handled by

the cryptanalytic section without difficulty and without loss of tirse.

Fran the intercepted and decryptqd traffic all troop assemblies and

movemants could be watched precisely. These observations were regarded

>&th mixed feelings and with distrust by the Air Force Cosanand Staff,

(toly one thing could be regarded as certain: one did not trust the other.

And this mistrust became stronger when, after the conquest of Poland,

the Red Army began to occupy the Polish territories promised to it.

Thanks to the currently read messages, the strength of the Russian

troops that moved forward to the line of demarcation could be figured at

over one million. Such strength of the Russian Army of Occupation in

defeated Poland seemed a bit too high to the German Command Staff. The

German Staffs followed somewhat nervously the movements of the Red Army,

kept calling upon the intercept service for further reports and every-

body waited tensely to see whether the Russian troops already in motion

would cross the line of demarcation or would really stop there*

For their radio traffic the Russian troops were using some crypto-

graphic systems and substitution tables which had already been solved

fcy the crrotanalytic section of the Chiffrier^Stello ObdL. The inter-

cepted radiograms with 2-, 3~ or even 4-digit groups could be solved up

to 90?, deciphered and yielded perfect text. Here the decoding turned

out to be weH organised and wall trained and in conjunction rsith evalua-

tion supplied the Air Force Command Staff with valuable material. After

all to were no lflngw ooocamsd with musnion of the led 4aqr but with

a very serious situation.
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On this occasion the Cxyptanalytic Section made an important dis-

covery. Whereashitherto units of the Bed Air Force had used only their

Air Force code in their traffic, with the Polish campaign it was observed

that cosmuands from and to the Russian Air Force Staffs were also enciphered

with the larger Amor codes (OKS 2 « Compander Code Number 2). These

messages, enciphered by the Commander Code were sent in 4~digit groups.

Since the Cryptanalytic Section of the Chlffrier-Stelle ObdL had been

interested in working promptly on the solution of the Commander Code for

the sake of practice, these 4-digit intercepts could be decrypted currently*

Since the text contained important orders and data of the Russian Air Force,

special attention ^as paid to the interception of such messages.

With the ever increasing amount of intercepted traffic, the cryptanaly-

tic work expanded more end more. It was necessary to engage more inter -

preters who knew Russian. This new personnel had to be introduced to the

utterly new field of eryptanalysis* Only a few of the new interpreters

p:/ove/i ueeful far exyptanalymiSj net of Vbm , sis n thagr bed already

been initiated into the "Top Secret natters11 had to be transferred to

other seetiona ("Content Evaluation" ov "Traffic tamijtlMt*) or be re •

tained as helpers in the cryptologlc units (as clerks or at best as

decoders in the "Ausarbeitunp" )

.

There was a similar strengthening of the cryptanalytic and evaluation

sections at the outstations. The new personnel was either introduced to

the new work on the spot or was sent to the ChiffrierwStelle for a four week

training course. Those near courses in cryptanalysis now had to be based

on our new experience. It was no longer enough to be a good cryptanalyst

acquainted with various types of systems, every expert had to have the

following knowledge:

1. Special application of the Russian language in the cipher text.

2. Topical Russian military code book expressions and terms used
in radio traffic.

3. Spelling mistakes which occurred frequently in enciphered Russian
messages and which one absolutely had to reckon on.

4. The Russian habit of using different methods in their cipher

5* The carelessness and disregard for rules shown by Russian cipher
personnel. These people frequently violated the rules and the
German cryptanalyvts were arte *o oraw valuable conclusions as a

MTVloe*

6.

result.
The mentality of thq ^sj
particular. Hie "jbjfr|y

p^rarsonnel in general and in
^osjst&ntly making, thus partially
own cryptographic service.
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It was impossible to attack the Russian systems in the same way

that we did those of the -erestem countries, ^he Russian easterns and

their use rare just as unpredictable as the Russians themselws. One

could not solve Russian codes solely fay the usual familiar principles of

erypt&nalysis* for they revealed their special character and had to be

treated accordingly In the three years before the war v?hile the

Russian signal service was being built up, we had time enough to become

acquainted with everything and to accustom ourselves to these ^usages*.

For this reason it was often possible during the German-Rnssian war to

decrypt individual intercepts and to solve explicated codes with very

little traffic.

The true general examination of the German cipher service began

with the Finnish-Russian war. Here we had to do with serious military

actions of the Red Anay. And the Cryptanalytic Section of the German

Air Force paid very special attention to these military actions.

Current reading of intercepted cipher messages continued without

spscial difficulty. All messages intercepted could be decrypted and

decoded perfectly* frequently much more rapidly than tho Russians did it

themselves. He could often notice this in the decrypted messages. And

that was quite explicable. What did the cryptan&lyst have to count on

again and again in his work?

1. The Russian code clerk might make a mistake vdth his digits
y*hen enciphering.

2. The operator might make a mistake in transmitting the messages
tthich consisted entirely of digit groups.

>: £he interception wAj/fA harat boon Imperfect dna to tfaanderetosw
and a few digits or even some groups might have been copied
incorrectly.

Consequently in addition to his purely cryptanalytic activity the

decipherer had to deal with these errors in his work. The Russian

cipher personnel which did its work in a routine manner could and would

not concern itself with these errors into the bargain and in such cases

was always requesting that the message be checked and resent. Meanwhile

the cryptanalyst on the basis of his experience would have the defective

message already decrypted. Furthermore it frequently happened chat in
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repeating the massage the Russians would cocrpose the text differently

by another combination of digraphs and syllables and when the German

eryptanalyst compared the repeated message with the first version he

was able to identify new elements*

The decrypted traffic during the Finnish-Russianw was so fruit-

ful and important that many new observations could be made* Among other -

things it could be determined that the supply of daily changing keys and

also of new codes to the Russian mobile stations did not always function

well. For this reason the Russian stations not infrequently sent im-

portant reports and orders, which otherwise would have been enciphered

only in the Commander Code, enciphered by a primitive substitution table.

Frequently this was done for w&nt of time, but this always brought a stem

reprimand from the control station.

The entire intercept service of the German Armed Forces was concen-

trated during the Finnish-Russian war primarily on the radio traffic of

Jhle campaign » Two-thirds of all our receivers were picking up everything

that happened in this northern sector. Since there was plenty of traffic

in this area and 90$ of the messages could be deciphered, the Finnish

Cryptologic Service received important reports in the speediest manner

from the three German stations and could undertake effective counter-

measures in good season.

The friendly close collaboration between the Finnish Cryptologic

Agency and the Chi-Stelle of ObdL existed even before the Finnish-

Russian war and was not merely maintained during the war but was even

strengthened. The tough resistance of the Finns to the numerically far

stronger enemy was due in large measure to the perfect functioning of

the intercept service which promptly recognised every movement, every

weakness of the enemy so that appropriate action could be taken.

Intercept Service in the German-Russian War.

A few bm before allitazy astlon against the Soviet DkadLoo begin,

the fact that the action was about to begin was made known to the

Chlffrler-Stelle ObdL in strict secrecy.
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Despite the fact that in the three years of its activity the

Ifotsifferung-Ost of the German Air Force had been functioning per -

fectly and really could face its future tasks caLnly, a regular stage-

fright came over all the cryptanalysts and especially myself as the

leader and person solely responsible in this field. Everybody, clear

up to the Air Force CoEaciand Staff, was aware that everything connected

with the intercept service stands or falls along with the cryptanalytic

work. What good wotild hundreds of intercepts be if they could not be

decrypted, if they could only be used to clarify the neteorks. Just

evaluating call signs and frequencies would not do the Air Force Command

Staff much good. The "Content Evaluation" would be absolutely crippled

if the intercepted enciphered messages remained undeciphered and so a

certain nervous tension arose throughout the Chiffrier-Stelle of ObdL.

There was primarily one question which occupied icy mind: Would the

Russians stick to their foraer cryptographic methods or had they prepared

special systems for the outbreak of the war which would now be put into

effect and would 3et us back and upset our preparations and experience

in the immediate future (which is the Important time for the Ccomand

Staff)? It was clear to me that with the beginning of Military action

Russian traffic would show a change from the previous methods of using

call signs and frequencies and of course a change of codes « The only

question was whether the new codes would resemble the old ones in

structure and type or whether they would be used in a manner hitherto

unknown to us. There was no doubt as to our being able to solve the new

codes but the Command Staff expected reports from us the very first day

so as to learn immediately the early impressions of surprj.se and the

counternieasures of the one-ay and this might bo delayed by many days if

changes occurred.

The great value of the reports which the ciyptologic service gave the

Ccraoand Staff regularly before the war was fully recognized. For in-

stance, the Air Force Command Staff received before the German-Russian war

a dislocation chart, compiled by the cryptologic service on the basis
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of its current intercepts tshich gave a clear picture of the state of

Russian troops, their strength and character. From this dislocation

chart It was also clear that there were great Russian troop concentrations

on the German-Russian frontier in the area of Brest Litovsk. These im-

portant data were compiled from decrypted messages and could be regarded

as 100$ accurate.

German actions in this area began on the basis of this information *

The Air Force Conrcand Staff received from the Chlffrlor-Stelle the exact

strength of the Russian Air Force as well as the number of troops. The

number of Russian airplanes of the first line reported by the Chi-Stelle

turned out later to be correct,

It was clear that the staff expected further current reports from the

ChiffrieivStelle and that "Content Evaluation" * which compiled its report

from the decrypted messages, was looking hopefully to the Ciyptanalytic

Section.

In w section I made all possible preparation to achieve the quickest

possible results as soon as intercepts came in. The best cryptanalysts

wore told to rest up so that they could be ready to pitci* in and work for

a long time ^hen the first traffic arrived after the fighting started.

Our feverish expectation was relieved on the very first day of the

fighting by a reassuring discovery. The first enciphered messages re-

ceived after the fighting started could be solved quickly5 to the sur-

prise of all concerned.

It turned out that the Russian messages which were enciphered by

the new codes remained the same as before in type and structure. Of

course after a few days new observations indicated a fundamental change

in the Bnmrion radio rod dptutr service. Mhereas bitterto the Rfc>fff1irw

Air Force had everywhere used one or at most two major codes , all the

individual unite now received codes of thoir am ohLeb thep uood bo an

cipher messages exchanged over their radio networks. The results of

this were as follows:
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1. Because of the instability of the fronts and of the danger that

the enengr might lay hands on the code, each troop unit was handed

several rather simple codes which were to be short lived and could

be replaced frequently by new codes.

2. The total number of intercepted messages was now divided between a

number of codes which were in use simultaneously. All of which

rendered the decryption of the various messages more difficult.

3. The frequent change of codes, though these were simple enough of

themselves, called for the constant solving of new codes.

4. Due to the distribution of the intercepted messages over a num-

ber of codes which were in use only a short time the cryptanalysts

were never able to work out the new codes to a point where the

cipher texts could be read without gaps.

If the Russian Cryptographic Service had undertaken to carry through

this dispersion tactic in a really exact fashion, the German CoBK&and

Staff could not have counted on the swift fruitful decryption of the

messages and the resulting daily air situation reports and radio situa-

tion reports.

But for some reason or other things were not carried out by the

Russian cipher service as appearances first indicated. It is true that

the separate units of the Russian Air Force continuedto use their own

special codes for transmitting their messages but these codes remained

in use for as long as four to six weeks and in the course of this time the

messages could be worked out and the various codes brought close to

completion.

On the average it is possible to count 20 to 30 different codes

in use at the same time. Aside frzm these Air Force codes there were

several "lone stalkers" and "one day flies" as they ver-* called by the

cryptanalysts of the Chi-Stelle » together with a multitude of substitu-

tion tables - with and without variants - in use. Further details will

be mentioned later in the report.
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Shortly after the beginning of the war with the Soviet Union the

entire Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL moved its headquarters to East Prussia to be

in the vicinity of the Air Force Command Staff. In order not to interrupt

the current cryptanalytic effort and possibly miss changes in the Russian

Cipher Service, during this move a number of good cryptanalysts were

assigned to Outstation I (Kdnigsberg), which was instructed to send its

reports during this period to the Ccosnand Staffs. The outstations were

merely to supply reports to the Air Fleets to which they had been

assigned before the invasion. In addition the Chi-Stelle sent an advance

unit (half its receivers, evaluatora and czyptanalysts) to the new loca-

tion and continued working with the other half in Berlin until the advance

unit was able to start operating at the new location whereupon the remain-

der of the Chl-Stello zaoved.

Since the Chl~Stello of OKW and OKH were now separated geographically

from that of ObdL and close collaboration and exchange of decrypted traffic

could no longer take place regularly, I entered into negotiations with the

Chief of OW/Chi for the virtually crippled Cryptanalytic Unit of his

agency. Since Chi/OKW was moving its entire outfit to East Prussia

(UStzen ) and their cryptanalysts had no intercept stations of their own,

bhsy could not count on any traffic while they stayed in Berlin. On the

other hand, the Cryptanalytic Group of OEW/Ghi was well versed in the

so-called additive enciphered code used by the Russians which was employed

by the upper echelons and staff of the Red Amy. Decrypted messages in

this 5-digit code revealed that there were also air reports among them

and that the traffic was of interest to the Chi-Stelle of the Air Force.

Since we had no trained personnel of our own for this complicated system

and since we could not, with our personnel, handle all the traffic in the

5-digit code, I suggested that the Cryptanalytic Group of OSM join the

Chl~Stelle ObdL*

These negotiations led to a positive result. I succeeded in con-

vincing the Chief of Chi/OEnf that by geographically combining Cryptana-

lytic Sections of the two agencies we could do a complete job between us
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cm the additive enciphered code. The messages enciphered in this code

were being intercepted by the operators of Chi-Stello ObdL, all three

outstations and the special station in Budapest and there were many of

them. The traffic was very heavy (ever 1,000 messages a day) and very

important. It was decided that tho Ciyptanalytic Group of OKW should not

be subordinated to the Chi-Stelle ObdL but would merely be assigned to it.

It was to receive regularly from Chi/ObdL the 5-digit traffic. The

Cryptanalytic Section of Chi-Stelle ObdL was to set up a special section

for working on this additive enciphered code which would work in close

contact with the group from GSM. The text of all enciphered 5-digit

messages would go simultaneously to the "Evaluation Section" of the

Chi-Stelle Obdl and to OSW in Berlin.

After this agreement the Cryptanalytic Group of OKfcf moved to East

Prussia along with the Chi-Stelle ObdL (first to Nieden, than to Goldap).

It worked independently and was paid and provided for (Betreut und

Verflegt) by the Chi-Stelle ObdL.

Since I also Get up in ray section a group to work can the additive

enciphered code and received from Chi/OKW the documents (code, difference

catalogue) for decrypting the messages, I had to arrange things so that

there would be no duplication of effort. Work on the 5-digit system

(which will be discussed in Part II of this report) signified a great

additional burden for cay unit. But since the Air Force Command Staff was

much interested in the content of these messages the work had to be done.

For the purpose 20 helpers were procured who did not necessarily have to

use the Russian language because they were concerned primarily with pre-

liminary work on decipherment of the 5-digit system.

All 5--digit messages that were intercepted and reached the Chl-Stelle

ObdL were sorted by these 20 men, working in three shifts, in the method

prescribed. Messages enciphered by various additive tables, characterized

by indicator groups, belonged to one series or another. When there were

more than 5 messages belonging to the one series* we considered this one

capable of decryption and work on it began.
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In order to get together such a series it was necessary that all

5~digit traffic be sorted carefully and that the interception of these

messages be guided. All 5-digit traffic was grouped by the several aeri.es

and whenever a series attained a depth of five, i.e., had Jnnessages, it

was worked on by the cryptanalyst.

To facilitate the complicated task of the cryptanalysts, the messages

of the same series were copied on teleprinter tape and pasted together

onebeneath the other. In this nay the cryptanalyst got a better survey

of the messages of a series and could also more readily carry on his work

with a difference catalogue to determine the key numbers. Nevertheless

a good cryptanalyst who had become accustomed to the procedure could only

work on two or three series a day at most. Such series however as could

be worked numbered some 30 to 40 a day. Some series embraced as many as

10 to 15 messages so that the number of 5~digit messages to be worked on

ran as high as 300 in a day. It must also be noted that these 5-digit

massages often were from 100 to 200 groups in length and that each group

usually represented words or even sentences.

The work was somewhat facilitated when the additive enciphered code

was captured so that we could simply employ our special method of

stripping the additive. It was noteworthy that the Russians did not

replace this code by another after it was captured. We assumed that the

Russians either had notimmediately noticed the capture of this important

code or else that the unit which had been unable to destroy it in time

had failed to report this to higher authority for fear of being punished

and that finally the Russian Cryptographic Units might be so firmly

convinced that this complicated system could not be solved that they did

not introduce the new code for a month.

The decrypted messages in this code contained extraordinarily important

reports and orders sent from one staff to another. They contained com-

plete lists of losses of men and material, the combination of several

scattered and virtually annihilated divisions* In them was reported

the status of the troop units, supply, regroupings of units of all

branches 9 and impending actions*
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By means of these perfectly decrypted messages the German Ccsnnand Staff

of the Amor and the Air Force had the precise picture and could plan

their own measures in reliance thereon. Unfortunately the 5-digit

traffic was so extensive that the few experts who were able to deal with

the code could not possibly decrypt everything.

It had been a mistake from the beginning that the German Aimed Forces

did not combine and centralize the three ciyptologic agencies of OKtf, OKH

and ObdL. It is true, Chi/OBW tried to accomplish this before the war but

ObdL and OKH asserted their independence and each agency expanded its

layout sure and more and became larger and larger from year to year*

U&mrfhmlmmn the three agmaotoa Lacked really food experts both in crypt

analysis and in evaluation although all of them employed a terrific num-

ber of people* It is worthwhile to take a look here at the organisation

of the three cryptanalytlc agencies of^ 0£H and ObdL and the number

of persons employed in the agencies and their subdivisions (or outstations)

so as to get an idea of the sense of the whole arrangement*

Each (Central Ciyptologic Agency (OXH and ObdL)) employed durf.ng the

Geman-Sussian war:

1. 100 to 150 cryptanalysts (including helpers).
2. 40 to 50 content ©valuators.
3. 20 to 30 traffic analysts.
4. 45 to 60 operators (15 to 20 receivers).

To these must be added: personnel for the administrative office of the

agency, for the teletype unit, the clothing supply, paymaster, housekeep-

ing and telephone exchange.

Each of the three outstations of each of the agencies, i.e., 6 out-

stations, employed in addition:

1. 50 to 60 cryptanalysts ( including helpers).
2. 15 to 20 content evaluators.
3. 10 to 15 traffic analysts.
4. 45 to 60 operators (15 to 20 receivers).

and the necessary administrative personnel, teleprinter personnel, etc.

Each outst&tion also had its subordinate stations which were equipped

with only a few receivers and manned by operators and a few cryptanalysts

and evaluators.
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Summing up, all the agencies and outstations of QKH and ObdL plus

part of OUT employed daring the war:

1. Ciyptanalysts 550 to 650 men (1C$ really good).
2. Content evaluators 200 to 230 men (1Q5J really good).
3. Traffic analysts 120 to 140 (1<# really good).
4. Operators 370 to 4S0.
5* Receivers 150 to 160.

and about 120 to 150 persons in adxninistration, teleprinter, clothing,

paymaster, telephone and housekeeping*

It is interesting to note that there vera never more than 10$ really

good experts at any agency, especially in cryptanalysis, these being the

people one must rely upon to get this special work done. These lpjS were

too few for the amount of work involved, as each agency could confirm,

and the Heads of the Cryptologic Sections were always beating their brains

out trying to find the best way to handle all this traffic with the few

available specialists. It should also be noted that the above number of

cryptanalysts was divided into three shifts so that In reality you could

count on only one-third. For this reason it was impossible to divide the

best cryptanalysts into shifts along with all the rest, instead they

had to be kept available at all times. In the course of time these

lone specialists were overworked and, as the war went on, could no longer

dc the best they were capable of.

If there had been a single Cxyptologic Agency from the very beginning,

the main unit and the three outstations for handling all traffic of the

Bed Amy might have been as follows:

1. Cryptanalysts 300 to 350
2. Content evaluators 100 to 120
3. Traffic analysts 60 to 70
4- Operators 300 to 360
5- Receivers 100 to 120

tfith Bonis 80 persons for administration, teleprinter, clothing, telephone,

etc. Aside from the fact that this centralisation would have saved about

half the personnel, the quality would have been raised some 20 to 25 percent.

The best talents could have been employed where they were most urgently

needed. However, this centralisation was not put through and the few good

workers available at the many stations of the Army and Air Force could

now immtti *jul u.<* wor«t «t*u uu xu w&lx.
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In order to help themselves out, the Heads of the Cryptanalytic

Sections of OSDT, OKH and ObdL attempted to work together cm their own

initiative. When I found out that the 5-digit traffic could not be handled

in toto by my men and by the cryptan&lysts of the OEM group working with us

and found that Chi/OKH was working an the same traffic, deciphering the

same messages and not able to handle all its material, I went to the Chief

of Chi/OKH with whom I was well acquainted* I proposed close collaboration

of the three cxyptanalytic groups in order to handle the 5--digit material

on a mutual basis and to cut out duplication of effort* In order to

accomplish this it was necessary to lay a direct telephone line between

the Cryptan&lytic Section of ObdL and that of OKH. Over this direct wire

the units of the two stations had to announce the series of 5~digit messages

they v*»re attacking so that the same series would not be worked on twice but

some other nearby series raould be selected* For instance if Chi/OKH were

to announce work on several series, it would get from Chi/ObdL all messages

of the same day In these series by courier and this would facilitate the

work. Chi/OKH did the same with messages available at its stations in the

series selected by the Air Force-

This proposal was accepted. A direct line was laid at once and within

a short time duplicate work on the various series could be stopped and more

series could be decrypted*

The Gasmand Staffs of the Aray and the Air Force currently received ex-

tensive reports drawn from this traffic*

Parallel to the fruitful but difficult ciyptanalytic work on the

5~digit code difficulties increased in the decryption of the 3- and 4~digit

codes and the substitution tables*

The Russian Air Force concisted of many Air Armies - V*A* « Voaduahnaara

Annjya (Air Any) to which were assigned ground organisations such as the

BAB (Rajonnaya Avia Baaa - District Air Base), to which in turn were

assigned the BAD (Battalion Aerodromnogo Ohslughivanra » battalion for

air field maintenance)* These units had their own radio stations to which

ware attached cryptographic personnel which enciphered the messages with

the ialigned code* •
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Thus In the various networks of the Air Fore© Signal Service different

codes wore assigned to each V.A., to each individual BAB and BAO. To

each Air Amy were assigned several RABb and to each RAB several BAOb.

The intake of 2-, 3- and 4-diglt messages ran between 600 and 1000 a

day. In order to ascertain the particular code of the above-mentioned

units to which these messages belonged we had to have a reorganisation.

Just how ms the cryptanalytic work of the Air Force organised?

1. Since each Y.A., RAB and BA0 had its own code for the enciphexment

of radiograms, some 30 to 40 codes were regularly in use daily.

2. The intercepted messages (excluding 5~digit messages) averaging

between 600 and 1000 a day were distributed among these 30 to 40 codes

and substitution tables and had to be recognised and interpreted.

3. Now codes i?ere constantly appearing which had to be solved.

4* In the course of time the near Air Force codes were better con-

structed and more complicated, the superenciphenaents were refined, so

that our survey of the situation became lass and less complete.

5. The new systems of enciphenuent not only made it possible to change

the keys frequently during the day but even to do so within a long message

and also made it possible to encipher faster and more securely although

decipherment was not so may*

Russian signals caranunicatlon developed more and more during the war.

The great distances and the situation on the different fronts called for

constant contact of the several units with one another. Codes and

superencipherments which had fallen into the enemy's hands had to be re-

placed frequently by new codes. This constant procession of new codes

increased the watchfulness of the Gexm&n cryptanalysts and also called

on them for increased effort. The Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL had to increase

its personnel and had to provide for an increase at the three outstations

in order to master the work.

In order to relieve the outstations, which did not have enough good

cryptanalysts, I ordered that traffic which had to be newly decrypted at

the three outstations should be collected according to links (nets).
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The outstations were free to choose one or faro systems oat of the total

traffic to work on locally. All the other undeciphered traffic had to be

sent at once to Chi-Stalle ObdL. The Crypfcanalytic Group at the Chi-Stelle

specialised principally in nev decryption, this group was increased and

pi-ovided the outstations with newly decrypted material so that they could

decode their own intercepts*

Aside from these working materials all the cryptaaalytic groups of the

agency and the three outstations, like Chi/OKW, Chi/OKH and the two stations

in Finland and Hungary, received a sort of dislocation chart (survey chart)

showing the state of decryption. On this chart were entered all Russian

Air Units identified by the intercept service. Alongside the designation

of the unit, e.g., 8.VA (8th Air Army) or 78 RAB or 364 BAG, were entered

also the codes (nmaber of the code) used by the units. These survey charts

were corrected twice a month by the Cryptanalytic Section of the Chi-Stelle

ObdL and were sent out regularly. Every outstation was thua ablo to check

and see which unit of the Russian Air Force and which associated codes were

in its area and what cryptographic systems it isas supposed to be working on.

Only units lying at the intersection of the areas of two outstations were

worked by both outstations.

Mo
?
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fan^n ^
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^ , i mask "/II Abt. 1
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' ^ (Outstation 3)
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Chim-ior-St.il* ObdL.

Note: The numbers of the VA, BAB and BAO as well as the numbers of the codes
used in this example have been chosen arbitrarily. The sanse is true of the
locations.
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In the survey chart shown here, we have given as an exangxLe only the

8th Air Army with its RAB«s and BAO»s in the Southern Sector. During

the war one could count 20 to 30 different Air Andes distributed over the

three sectors o Their headquarters and oodes changed constantly. Their

precise location was obtained from deer npted messages and by direction

finding. The torn RC 128/4 signified tae serial number of the solved

Bussian codes, in this case the 128th s lved Russian coda which was sent

in 4-digit groups (with a 4~digit encipj enaent). The adjacent Air Armies

maintained radio connection with one an. ther whereas the RABfs and BA0*s

were only permitted to maintain radio c< atact within the &rea of their

own Air Army.

All solved and well worked out codet which appeared in the intercept

area of Outstation North (in Riga) were sent regularly along with the survey

chart to the liaison officer of the Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL in Helsinki for

delivery to the Finnish CryptoXogic Service. The same thing happened in

the intercept area of Outstation South (in Nikolaev). All codes and

survey charts which appeared there were sent to the Hungarian Cryptologic

Service in Budapest.

The Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL had therefore not merely the task of working

for its own Air Force Command Staff but had to see to it as the court of

final appeal (especially in cryptanalysis) for the entire intercept service

in the East, that all stations of the Air Force received regularly equally

complete cipher materials and had to work in close contact and maintain an

exchange of material td.th the Finnish and Hungarian Service.

For these purposes it was necessary to provide suitable communication

facilities at all these stations which was done throughout the war by tele-

printer and telephone lines. Since during the war the distances of out-

stations from the Chi-SteUe ObdL became ever greater (Riga, Helsinki,

Smolensk, Budapest, Caucasus), newly solved codes and keys often had to be

transmitted by radio. Such messages were then enciphered by the German

machine keys.

I should like to introduce here a few striking, examples which, because

success and ful3y justified the existence of the Intercept Service.
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From these few examples it will be clear that the eneray had to resort to

primitive means of encipherzoent in order to transmit information to its

destination.

In the first months of the war one message among others was inter-

cepted and decrypted which, strange to relate, was enciphered by a simple

substitution table. Since the message was enciphered solely in letter

text it could be solved 10QS very quickly.

from this nseaags It sppsared that i Basel m boaber fteMtleo of fcO

bombers (TB-3) was starting at such and such a time from a precisely

designated airfield, and would fly a course Indicated by coordinates in

order to attack and annihilate the German troop concentration at. such and

such a point. This radiogram which was deciphered very quickly, went with

its precise data without delay through Content Evaluation to the Command

Staff and to the Air Fleet in the area concerned. The Air Fleet was able

to transmit in time to a group of MBlders (pursuit squadron) the order to

start. 60 pursuit planes flew to meet the Russian bombers and destroyed

them to the last plane*

In another case the destruction of a convoy near Murmansk was involved.

This time during the course of several dayt jjessages were intercepted and

decrypted in which a convoy of some 40 vessels was reported which was on

its way to Murmansk. In these messages the position of the convoy was

given repeatedly. All the messages were enciphered with a simple substi-

tution table and could be deciphered in full very quickly. The Air Fleet

in the North could be alerted in time. A large number of bombers was

ready to start. Then when additional decrypted messages announced the

approach of the convoy to Murmansk the German bombers were ordered to

start. The exact position of the attack was known. Here again the attack

came as a surprise and destroyed nearly all the ships.

From these two examples one might assume that the enacy did not count

on the possibility that the German Intercept Service could decrypt the

enciphered messages in time. But why this important message was en-

ciphered in such primitive fashion is hard to explain.
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There was neither lack of time nor lack of better codes or ciphers. AH

Russian stations ware strictly forbidden to encipher important messages

with the substitution table but nevertheless they did it and kept an doing

it <iuring the entire war.

In another case, at a later point of time, the enemy did reckon on the

existence of a German Cryptanalytic Unit. This raaa an emergency case*

A Russian unit, which was in flight was stuck on the shore at a bend

in the Don and radioed an alarm enciphered by a simple Caesar to its

superior unit. It said it was on the right bank of the Don in area such

and such with 90 motor vehicles (armoured reconnaissance cars, radio car-o

and trucks) and with a crew of so and so many men, in flight from the

ever oncoming enemy. It requested that a troop of engineers be sent as

quickly as possible to construct a bridge orer the river.

Immediately afterward the station called sent its ansuor. In the

message the commander, who was in a desperate predicament, was reproached

for having frivolously sent his report enciphered in such a simple fashion.

The message, which was enciphered in a code, went on to say that the enemy

would send its Air Force and destroy them all before help could arrive.

A lively exchange of telegrams betwen the two units ensued. The unit

on the Don continued to encipher its messages with the substitution table.

It reported that it could not decipher the messages received because it

did not have this code. It could, only encipher and decipher with

this table.

Meanwhile this call for help and the ensuing conversation between the

two stations had been decryptedperfectly by the Chi-6telXe CidL. It was

able to read the messages enciphered by the substitution table as well as

those in the Air Force code. The report with the exact data want immedi-

ately to Air Fleet South. At the same time the operators were told to

watch this traffic closely so as to get any further details. What was

mtiolpated in the dispatches actually toe* pi* i. As oould be leaned

firm an air photograph the wbo&i group with its 90 vehicle* waa ilseUmjsd

completely fay the German Air Force.

W
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From this example it is clear that the unit which hid gotten into

trouble had no other code on its flight save the simple substitution key

and could only encipher its messages in this primitive fashion. It

hoped perhaps that help would come before the enengr deciphered the message.

Such cases in this very mobile recent war occurred rather often. Hie

danger of losing to the eximy comprehensive cryptographic systems with

their complicated enciphenaents forced the top unit, (the Cryptologic

Agency in Moscow) to give those units committed to battle and exposed to

such danger, simple, frequently changing substitution tables and asiall

codes for the enciphermsnt of their messages. If these substitution

tables with variants had been properly and conscientiously employad, then

the German cryptanalysts would have needed much more time to decrypt the

messages. But for the most part, due to the primitive character of the

simple radio personnel and to no less a degree to reasons of convenience,

this possibility was not utilised to the full.

Such success stories were not rare throughout the war and the Crypt-

analytic Unit of the German Air Force could well be content with its work

right down to the end of the oar. It worked fast, often deciphered the

intercept quicker than the Russians did themselves, was able to follow

the development of the Russian Cryptographic Service, precisely and cur-

rently and was able to keep step with it all the while.

During the war various captured codes and ciphers of the Russian Air

Force fell into German hands, these captured codes were passed immediately

to the Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL and I was able to compare them with the codes

solved and compiled in the Cxyptanalytic Section. Again and again it

turned out that the codes and system tables compiled in the German units

were essentially correct. The difference was that the original codes of

the Russians were usually in book .form and that the leaves had to be

turned when using them. In contrast the codes recovered and reduced to

basic form in the Chi-Stelle ObdL were entered on a single sheet so they

could be used more easily.

This sheet was divided into 10 long columns which corresponded to the

rows of the original code page. (See Appendices II and in in Part II of

this Report). Thus we had the entire code before our eyes which
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essentially facilitated decoding and filling in gaps in the code.

Since in each group the sane workers were assigned to particular types

of codes, in order that they might be able to pick out, from the mass of

traffic those Ktdpbered menfiajpen ifcLeb wars fiailli nr U t!w, tha indi-

vidual workers could not be acquainted with the other types of codes. For

this reason I instituted a monthly exchange of ideas and experiences in

the Czyptanalytic Section. The analysts gathered new inspiration f*em one

another and expanded their knowledge of the subject as a whole. The codes

deciphered by the Army were also shown and explained in order that they

might become acquainted with these systems too.

When the Chiffrier^StellB ObdL (Bast) was transferred to Eussia (to

the vicinity of the Air Force Ccnmand Staff) the Cryptanalytic Group of

Ghi/OKfcf, which had been working in close collaboration with the Air Unit

aUL the ^hile, could not be transferred too.

Here another factor played an important part. The excellent collabora-

tion and the good result© of the mutual cryptanalytic effort of the two

agencies gave the Cryptologic Agency of OKH no peace. Hie rivalry did not

last long. Higher authority made it clear that the two Cryptologic Agen-

cies OSfaf and OKH fitted together better in the field of Amy czyptanalysis

and the Air Force renounced the collaboration of the OKV group which was

then attached to the Chi-Stelle OKH (LBteen, later Vinnitsa) end trans-

ferred its entire unit to Eussia. In the end it was inraaterlal which unit

the OUT group worked with and which unit had the advantage of its well

trained people* The only interesting thing was that at the beginning of

the German-Russian war the Cryptologic Agency of OKH displayed no interest

in the Cryptanalytic Group of OiOf. Not until the successes of the Chi-

Stelle ObdL in the enciphennent of the 5-digit additive enciphered code

became more pronounced, did it pay any attention to the assisting talent

of QQf and begin to fight for them. Later it turned out that the Chi-

Stelle OKH was not gunning for the cryptanalysts of OKH but was only trying

to separate the two cryptanalytic groups which were collaborating so well.

Ctoce the Cryptanalytic Group of Gffl had been separated tram ObdL and was

li iata i iiw i *-jluu j.** ttofee*' rxvaitt of UiH, ^ i..^—*.^* ^oUt* uo i\u*~

ther interest in the Cryptanalytic Group of OKV and did not allow it to do

®W particular work. SECRET
!,9
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Since the 5-digit systems (additive) were 80 percent ^Array matter

«nd the Cryptanalytic Group of the Air Force had enough to do mth its

own Air Force systems, interception of the 5~digit messages was discontinued

save for a few which were needed to check on the networks.

After the Chiffrier-Stelle ObdL (East) moved to Russia* dose colla-

boration with the CryptologpLc Agencies of (XM and QKH was interrupted

for a considerable period of time. Only after seme time, when the Chi-

Stelle QKH moved to Russia (Vinnitsa) was it possible for occasional

personal contacts and discussions between the two cryptana3ytic groups

to be resumed. But the good contact and good collaboration that had

existed existed no longer.

During the further course of the war with the Soviet Union, the systems

and types of Russian cryptographic systems improved more and more. The

codes and the manner of enciphermant were worked out so well that if the

messages had been enciphered in precise accordance with regulations, only

a portion of the intercepts could have been deciphered* The Russian code

clerks, however, did not follow the rules very strictly and the German

cryptanalysts were able to decrypt all the codes and tables which appeared

dovn to the end of the war.

With the 5-digit aysteas it was a different story. Each encipherment

table (additive table) was used only once, i.e., each message was en-

ciphered with a new table so that it was no longer possible to decipher the

5-digit messages. Only very rarely did cases occur where two, or at most

three messages were enciphered with one and the swe table. Such cases

only occurred when the supply of blocks was not effected promptly but

that happened only rarely.

The army regarded these new facts with regret but had to make the best

of it and worked principally on the cryptographic systems of the Border

Guard (NKTO) which sent plenty of messages that could be decrypted.

The Cryptanalytic Section of the Air Force was able at all times to

decipher up to 70% of all intercepted messages of the Russian Air Force.

Codes were changed frequently, many new types were introduced, but

essentially the codes remained similar in their structure. The decrypted

50
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traffic continued to be extensive and very iinportant for its content.

The German Air Force Command Staff was not able to do amch with it, hou-

ever, because it did not have means for carrying out cuuntenaeasures.

The Command Staff noted all these reports with regret, continued to enter

them very carefully in the situation charts, but generally this entry was

the end of the story.

All the intentions and preparations of the easny down to the last

great offensive in the East could be recognised and notice was given

prcanptly on the basis of decrypted traffic. The tragedy of the collapse

of the German Front on the East and the Russian break-through, encircle-

ments and advances toward Berlin were known to the cryptanalytic personnel

before they actually took place. It is easy to understand that the spirit

of the cryptanalysts and the evaluators in particular who thus learned the

whole truth, was not of the best. All their work seemed to be in vain and

yet they all sat there day and night over their messages and decrypted than

just as intently as they had done in the days of the great successful en-

circlement battles in Russia. They remained at their posts till the very

end feeling certain that by their effort they could help their comrades at

the Front.

I was often reproached by higher-ups who said that the morale of my

cryptanalysts left much to be desired, that their conversations with one

another and their opinions were dangerous, and orders were given to have

the personnel enlightened by political lectures. These orientation lec-

tures, however, contrasted sharply with the text of the decrypted messages

lirLefa wera known to all the exgrptanalywta.

As proof of the unsurpassed acccmplistaiant of ^tgifferung-Ost" of

the German Air Force will serve the %6 different Russian codes which were

solved satisfactorily after the beginning of the German-Russian war. In

this number are not included small codes which were used only a few days

or the substitution tables, with and without variants, which numbered

over 400. All these codes and tables were collected by me as "Archive"

for the Ghiffrier-Stella ObdL* They were destroyed in the Wildperic

(Potsdam) shortly before the collapse.
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The working copies of the codas which were constantly in use were

(supposedly ?) put in a safe place at the tiise of the capitulation by

the officers of the air signals regiment. Whether these working codes

were destroyed or fell into the hands of the eneray is not known to me.

In the final days of the war, safeguarding the secrecy of "Top Secret1*

material was no longer taken very seriously.

Irrespective of how the Second World War ended, the SitgdLfferung-Ost

and the Chiffrier-3telle ObdL can without hesitation boast of its ex-

cellent and successful activity from the time it ttas established down to

the end of the war* It gathered a great deal of useful experience and

made scrae interesting discoveries in the field of the intercept service

idiicb hot be of value mwm in e future far tboaa aba oouoarn thual^we or

rtKWld concern themselves with this subject* The material dealing with thi3

special science is inexhaustible. This woric vhich was extraordinary and

unique i^c carried on in strictest secrecy and i*as known and available only

to those with the highest sectirity clearances,,

BD Of BOS I
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Pert n

General survey of various types of ciphers used in the traffic of the

Bed Aray end their structure*

The Russian Cryptographic Ssrvics wily introduced two basic foros

of cryptographic systems for the radio traffic of the Air Force. These

were "fliaaren-Tafel" and wSatgbQchsrw /Substitution tables and codesJT.

These two types were set up in all possible variations and ferns. In

Him wi n they eete always difftaioalj the vthodi of tilmMinl weee

varied and ccoplicated but nevertheless were slapls in application. These

two types of cryptographic systems we continued in use by the Russians

during the whole of World War II.

Cdsaaron-Btfel

The siaple substitution tables wore great favorites with the Russians.

Really they were only supposed to be used for procedure aessagss of the

radio stetlaoa tat em often need in tr-v ;." • , -v; •;•
:

The structure of these tables was generally limited to a 10 x 10 square.

The variations wore maerooi and the types of encipherwant Manifold. Only a

few were completely different in type end structure.

Form 1: Table without variants .

The letters of the Russian alphabet were entered only once

in the table end in alphabetic sequence. Aside froa the

letters the table contained series of punctuation,, zaxatoers and

at »ost a few operational signals.

Foam 2: Tiafale with variants .

All the letters of the Russian alphabet appeared aoce than

once in the table. The «ost frequent letters occurred sore

frequently than the rarer ones. In this table nuabers, narks

of punctuation and occasionally operational signals were found.

3: Kvpended tables .

Aside froa the letters with variants, words appear in this

table (e.g., of, on, in, too, etc.) and numbers end narks of

punctuation are assigned variants.
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8 k

7

I

9

2

8

5

0

6

A*» ki\ A*+*
0

cD n
)\ A

IO u II oc

r
l

n u •J

3
o

B 0 iu u

B fl 5

1 P bl 6
M

It

1 b 7
:

ki T 8
)

Pi y ft 9

lifetmi imta at punctuatioB end digits*

Each elaaent vaa expressed by 2«digits.

Tbm horizontal and vertical coordinates

(aim Ipim— i» aafonoa) mm ofcaaged

regularly (daily). Tbay aust be known

to the sender and receiver. In this nay

always expressed by dinooes, e.g.

A^TB^^,^^,!!^^?^. The

enciphered letters were sent in 2-digit

.

•••••
, ;

-

v v-v " -:
:

contained, in addition to these 2-digit

groups, call sign and an indicator staving

' " mmtm of 2-41git poogpa foataltted

Sa the cipher tart.
'

3 6 o 2 0 5 7 1 9 k

21 c 0 n E E E I y Si c

97 1 r B P IU i r M fl

52 c A 9 E E p b

33 3 <*> P E A A M
'

)

5» T 0 B T bl K T M P /i

89 W X E . N H C E M

76 P A C E B 5 A H i

12 K 0 ft A o 6 bl ki /:

>»7 b -a

I
',

V\ 0 7 u

05 H U 0 B :< 8 9

< ft

as Foraa 1. The throe types of enclpfcerme&t

could be used for any one of the three

ferns. In rave cases the Russians also

used artsed enclpherant, e.g.,

hart Bontal a digits

vertical a letters

But in cost cases the Russiansused only

three tjjaa off snmfufaaint eatlooed have,

The table with variants (Ftea 2) was so

constructed that the ©oat cooaon letters

of the Bussiaa alphabet occurred per-

can&ually aore often than the rare ones.

Font 3 was an expanded table which contained

a few important, often uced syllables aa

l4um captiar ci**.**. uuu a "•wv* no

frequency of the individual

sEctrrr
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VSHI J

83 6k 29 01 38 65 09 32 >»0 15

66 0 r b Hi E P bl 8 3

'3 c N A 0 10 N HA HE HQ

k8 1 1 E R M B npo 7 P H

76 u M E n
<**

Q7 n Jl 0 H

23 6 K 2 M B no 6 0 H <D

77 0 X 1 ( A ) 0 HAM B P

00 E ;i j 3 5 6 m m y

72 P K a 0 nivi OT M b

H A M
M no 3A E OB A HO

63 0 Id
|
c ', BO T H K

letters by tasking the proper choice* The

Russians did not fully utilize this ad-

veatafi of the WUm with variants* fa

convenience they usually picked the

letters from the table and thus could

not avoid revealing the frequency of the

letters which occurred often.

Fan 3, with its *-digit encipbernent,

could give the impression of a code and

deceive the cryptanalyst. Of course it

would not escape a trained eye that the

first and second dims bat ealy teen

selected froa the sane groups of 10.

These three basic ferae could be enciphered in different fashions;

Variant 1: Simple enclphernent without variants f e.g.

vertical: 719285036*
horizontals 8492670135

Variant 2: 3-digit enciphoratat, e.g.:

vertical: 21 97 52 33 5* 89 76 12 hi 05

horizontal: 369205719*
Variant 3: *-digit enclphenent^ e.g.:

vertical: 66 13 *8 76 23 77 00 72 5* 63

horizontal: 83 6* 29 01 38 65 08 32 kO 15

All these variants contain therefore only ten different enclphernent numbers

as was brought about by the 10 z 10 table. They could be applied at raadoa

and to any substitution table. Since they were limited to Just ten different

noaxses ox dlasaMj the ra&lagraae could be tsoagnlesd as la sdbetitutlaa

key even when sent in 3- or *-digit groups.

Bolatlon at the substitution tables

Solution of the substitution tables and their eaclpberaant proceeded as

follows; all aessagee having the ssks digit groups in their cipher text

subjected to a count using a 10 x 10 table In order to get the frequency of

the individual digit groups.
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to KFB2 - Area uci Tia» 1^.35, Data: 6.7.1937, 153 groups

(2jyg)l3#*3 65^52 95#25g|||*3 93J5,

,22,35 ,22,42 55^1LasSvS?3 05 55,&65 03

&MM^-lM®^ 95 63j@@! 65 95 te 55 93

25g| 05 6^@gg 98 85^ 350 05 65^13@
(^g)02 ^^@)gg)53553 72 95 05 03@
@e®&3Eg| 35 52(g|g)12 95@^85
&3 52 55 J| 02 J| ^2g^g)33vi5,6a 85gg

55® 35 £ 05^f8T)8g 83 65® 35

^3^gg)35 64^85S343^52©65 12©
35 .22, 55 0305^ 85^ 32 «k.

v
'" ' mfe>etoa to • count, (see 10 x 10 tofcla

totar). She frequency of the individual groups nmls clearly that w hm
to do tot* with a latter text sad tost each too digit group mist represent

a letter, e digit or a rasrk of punctu*tiaa.

Count

°123456 7 89
0

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

1!

3

:

6 c

r
II

1

sjh m
nTrrTi:

- M

n
NUN
H

**
Ui

I

X %
L ^

I »

j

T

Ls
8

II

J

A
/

<¥
\

»„« ** N»
L

\

Ehe differing fluencies of the

: ndiriflta groups MdM It dees

that in fJb& count tvo coluans haw

the heaviest score* The third

soluaa shews relatively tmt 2«digit

the 4th and $th sfao* only

sporadic groups. Keeping this count

ta alnl m vtediy tin stfta tart

with an e?* to the Individual groups

%m xr^x nmgma. potqp «e mom
end otter striking chiaaefeslatlcs

ire also indicated by special nrttUngs.
At first glance ^ group 88 attracts attention since only cue cell in the
coins* is scared and since it occurs once only at 1** beginning and at fee— the -ssags and ence in the middle while the intervals are regula*

.

56
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If it w» a rare letter it touM not occur this way in the test* if it

mm a ffeequent letter, than, since it docs occur 6 tines in the cipher text,

™
> .-

' 'v '\. / > :}.
'

, :;
:

as is the case fear k5 and 22. Consequently it can only be & xmxk of punctuation

and only a "period" because it appears primarily at the beginning and end of

~> • -"VP -.-.:.->•,.:/;/. r:o: >.--•,• -
:

" .

' .
:]-: v ; - '

.

Mcneover the two groups 97 *nd 87, which stand next to one another and

-v..'-'. •

: r
•

•
'

• ;:; "
..
: >c

groups ere in a special column and nay perhaps be digits*

Columns two and five, Judging by their frequency can only be columns of

letters. Regarding Column 3 to cannot say wry much far the present because

the frequency of the individual group is close to a minimum.

aba new Russian alphabet has 30 letters* Judging by the count, the letters

have been entered in three columns: two, three and five. The other two

columns may contain digits and narks of punctuation*

Groups 45 and 22 occur most frequently in the count* In the frequency

cuit^ <y? the Bnssian eljpfaaibet the Lettan 0 eooqplM tin first plaoe* fmilitteil

tyV * E, R, I, 3, <*tc.; bewsce primarily wonels.

(Tftnii flFnganecles taa-ro —t been teken fircm ordinary tart bat ftroe military *M*J

- -
. •

. .. J •• oc entire text* freup

is so distributed. Group 22 is often found next to 75 which also occurs

frequently in the count. In each case the group before and after 22 is

different. Shese groups occur rather rarely in the count* Hence we can

assume vith certainty that group 22 is also a vowel because it Is rare that

several consonants occur one after the other in the Russian language*

These too groups fc5 *nd 22, which have been assumed to be vowels, are

underscored in red in the message. After we have assumed that 88 is "period,"

we find nine 9-diglt groups toward the end of the message which stand after

88, i.e., after a period* So me can assume with certainty, since all these

nine groups show a fair degree of frequency, that we have here a name as

signature. The group k5 stands in the next to the last position ahead of

mutter, yd, ehinh eeemn a ten times in the neeeege* Neny taeniae nnnes ml

— a I
w * * — "-'•w — »»- — w— w —

^translator's antes translitetat «1. Into Sngllsb Is 0V.
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confirmed If we assuee It to be "0". Own the group 32 migfrt be V /"v/.

Sine© group 22 has bun regarded as another ravel, it tnigjit be either E

• or I.

La the S3rd sad atth poelttom of the neeee^i feats identical proqpt coea

together - This oeetn -r 3

. the Letter coixan of the count eat I 1 fireepent*

Therefore it can only be a letter which occurs as a doublet* In Hussion N or

N era mmt often Sound aa doublet. If thii could be mi sad If 22 ware

an E and an 0 aa we hem assuxasd, we should have a four letter sequence -

ESBO, which sounds like a possible syllable* Before this assumed syllable

the group 22 occurs twice, once following 15. Replacing these groups by

the letters assumed, the passage appears as follows:

HE ,B . .SHIO . , . The word is TraCTEKHBD" end asans "at once*"

Hs softer theee interpreted letters is tta soereepoo&lqg oelli of oux

count ana also abase the groups in the aessagt.

Before cot word fTBEDLEBKOn stand five groups, one of which hfi = 0 is

already known while another is 75 which occurs wary often, including aa

occurrence together with 22, i.e., with E. Shea cone two letters which occur

isolated. Since ahead of these fiwe groups we again have group SB (period)

setting off the address, we know that the aessags text begins after the group 88.

In connection with the word nHE5MSDICTK)n the Russian word "Prosbu" i.e.,

"please" is frequently found in Bussiaa* Since the group k5 is known to be

0 acd h$ stands in the third position *e can assusse with virtual certainty

that this assumption was correct. Therefore we have: Proshu nsaedlenno please

iaasdiately

Scar we can enter four new letters in the table and in the sassage all

identical groups have the interpreted letters entered above then. We then

find a tie* places which suggest further guesses and interpretations.

'

:
*

• / . . v. • > " : .' ^ y ;• .v. .,:y v

asy be an address end the signature. The address begins with the letter K,

then cobs two groups and the period. r&xm Sh^ three groups, thsn A and another

parted. 9» group $$ aosan la both itrles ci pmpe end fr^'r*!*^ to Mm

count is a wry frequent letter, after 9 and Sh with another letter it

wight be a wowel. 0 and B have already been assigned. Only A end Z are left.
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On cot first atteaept to fill out the gaps with A we gat the following: It A •

period Sh , A . U period • Consequently the address could only be Sach . Shtaba .

(Ch m one letter), i.e., Chief of Staff* "gagh" Is actually an abbreviation

of "Stohalnlk" (Chief) . Ttm Russians often used such abbreviations of ranks,

primarily in radlogpans.

Aftar this interpretation we can enter new letters in the table and in

the text which sugge t further combinations.

The group 65 occurs fWrly often in the count* After all the letters

ham been entered tf dLch have been interpreted thus far and after we have looked

through Idle already deciphered portion of the asssags, we can fill in gaps

bere end Mm with aleeing Letters.

For instance, in the middle of the uessage M (« on thg)pravon (right)

» * (c«a only be bsregu « bank) then cones EE. . which can only be refci

(river)* Sunning 19: Ha pravon beregu rekl (on the right bank of the river)*

These newly interpreted letters aust also be entered in the table and

in the message. Completion of the text is not difficult now. The sense in

combination with the still missing letters soon gives us the entire text.

Wm tftrts mmqflM of leeipiMsnent of eeesagi es laws beaton m oedlaery

easy text. We have tried here by neans of this text to shoe a alalia and

logical trend of thought such as will be used in connection with other ware

complicated types. It is absolutely essential that one should not only be

a aaster of the Russian language and be acquainted with the frequencies and

with the coajblnatlons of the individual letters, but one mist also knew the

military usage with its frequent repetition and also the structure of nessages*

A gift for logical combination is the first prerequisite for practical decipherers*

The solution of such slnple substitution ciphers fonas the basis for general

cryptaaalysia, for this reason the simplest eneple of decipherment has been

treated thus in detail.

Bit with the deciphenaant of the massage our Job is by no mans coexisted.

The decrypted nessags is narely a ndecipher»entn of an "enciphement". It is

absolutely essential that we both recognise and also reconstruct the basic

table according to which the massages hate been enciphered in order th&t we

nay not have to decrypt anew the ever changing enclphermnta of the system.
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To spm this labor to 6 greet degree, it 1b essential that ®very

arreted system be reduced to Its basic foam* For this purpose a careful

analysis of the first encipbwnwrate to bo Interpreted and sow logical

thinking mil suffice

The e2*mnts (letters, ante of punctuation, and digits) entered in the

1. The thirty letters of the Russian alphabet occur only in three columns

at the table*

2. One cclnan contains only the first ten letters, the next contains

ten ware and the third ccOjubkx the last ten letter© of the alphabet,

m a horlsontel roe we find A K F , i.e., the 1st, 11th and 21st

letters of the alphabet.

In another row BLI i.e., the 2nd, 12th, and 22nd letters.

She sans thing holds for the letters In the other roes.

Consequently, if ve enter in the 10 x UO table the 30 letters of the

Russian alphabet, using only the first three ccluaos, w gat tte sen borisontal

sianmoes i

AKF
B L B
H N 2
Q I 9 etc,

can also assuas that the digit sequence likewise runs dotm the coluan either

•a0123456789orasl23^56739 0. Cooflraation can be had

*fcen no decipher the next aeesages If there Is a date in the test. Hhe fourth

columa (Mates of punctuation) cannot be filled in except for our Interpretation

of "period" on the AKF level. With this the basic table has been x*coves*d,

nhich facilitates decrypting otter nessogss.

(fee's attention will always be called to tte fact that in one coluon of

the court; 1 cell is heavily scored. This could only be the period. On the

sees level with tte period ne shall find tte letters AKF. The three coluros of

letters can also be identified readily bp pattern. She sequence A to I contains

cedar tea fregisitt letters ana tte ]fl cells of this oolzan will never be

scored aa evenly as those of tte K-U colassn. Moreover In tte K-U sequence

stands the very ffceguent letter 0 by ehich this colissn is readily recognited.
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»e third coition off letters consists solely of relatively rere letters so that

it can soeetines be confused with the digit column but these tec coluras vUl
be correctly located during the course of the weak.

Thus when e letter has been identified at assunsd in a row, we haw de~

ternined simultaneously the other teo letters, a digit sad a writ of punctuation.

Since in this table only fife colunas bees entries, there will only be

five different enclpheraent nurfcsrs (the second digit of the 2 digit group).

All ten digits will appear for the rows (first digit of the digit group).

When the basic table has been recovered, the key numbers can be entered rati-

cally and horizontally as we interpret or oaks assumptions and these automati-

cally result in solution*

IS* laethod of deciphering is not essentially different when other aubeti-

tution teWes eve used except that decipherment is sonmhat ware complicated

in the case of tables with variants.

As eany example, during the German-Russian war showed, the Russian cipher

clerics did not fully utilize the advantages of the tables with variants,

ttey almost always took the saae letters which resulted in a revelation of

toeqpancias ec that the eeieepi eould ba decrjytod easily.

It does not aake any difference how the tables are enciphered, whether

with 8- 3- or fc-digit groups or with letters or sys&ols. The frequency count

will always betray the fact that we are dealing with a pure letter text.

And itfienever the fteqizency of the individual groups is available, solution

is always possible. For this reason only texts of inconsequential content

ahould be enciphered by a substitution table without variants, a rule the

Russians did not follow during the war, but used these tables for ir^oortant

roewtmlcations. She Russians handled the eneiphenent of these tables in the

following laatmer:

Badio stations which worked together in one network received each day

horizontal and vertical key sequences, e.g.

horizontal: 8197026435
vertical; 670231^985
which they placed above end at the side of the table. These individual key
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in atNam to the atation for am day, ftps

"* « *or one decade (K> days). Transaiasion ns to writing, it often

happened however that bow station did not get tba keys promptly end

another station for tea*. Than tba keys vara transmitted by radio, emiphered

by tba same table but with tba old toy. With this tba keys vara eon.

proadeed end tba anemy intercept service was spared tha trouble of 111—11111

tba new toys.

To save a&ndlng tba bay sequences to tba stations every day, so-called

bay tables vara issued. Bafora tba war aaeb military district received its

own bay tables (a.g., MTO » Moscow Military District, KyO * Kiev Military Dis-

trict etc.), according to this all the stations of the district enciphered

th*tr naasaaaa. da period of validity of such a key table varied.

Bay table

0 1
!

1*
s 6 I h 9

0 ] .

2 1 9 1
L B r 5 :. 3
2 I 1 2 i
;: L I :

* L2
p 2 I t s V

& JL |f s A -2

I
|

e 8 i i * JtT "T B 7 S .1
e § 8 7 i JL I

-a .5. J? 8
.3. 1 0

Keys could be chosen at viU according to this table. Bbvever, in order that

the receiving station sight be able to knew which sequences it most use for

enciphernent, an indicator group waa prefixed to tba message which stated

the sequences from the table. For Instance a message was enciphered by

fes terlswtel row670t31*985aa*tha eobaao 6 h 9 8 6 1 0 1 3 y
Bm ndloator groap aaa few ^ 2 (aea key table).

Using this table, practically every message could be enciphered by a

different key. But Just as every type of system in the cryptographic service

bad its advantages it also had its disadvantages.

table, it often happened that different horizontal rows were used with one

end the sa&a coluan and vice versa. The enemy's Intercept service then

had only to decipher a few sows to reconstruct such a key table,

logically the horizontal and vertical sequences of numbers could
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sequence automatically that did not belong to the tebto. So vform a toy table

had beta reconstructed, all tha mngis that bad Dew enciphered by this table

ccwld ba decrypted at the enmy intercept station just aa quickly and with

a& little effort as at the Russian stations themselves.

The Russian radio stations used such toy tables not only with the substitution

table but even for otter ware complicated systeas (code), They singly could

not carry on any snoot&ly functioning encryption radiograas witt^sut^

such toy tables but these tables, which the Intercept service was able to

reconstruct, facilitated declpbenwnt and sawed tins.

During the entire wwr the Russian Cryptographic Service in addition to

the various substitution tables used codas exclusively* These code books

differed both in structure and in the types of anei^hseasnt, ine coda books

were put up in book fcam and contained atom five .to one hundred or more pagse:

Escfc ps^c cdf ths ccto book ras diTitol iEto 50 to 100 lines* Tbs structure

of the code books -varied. Here we are giving soae of the main variants (see

also BugpleMBt *)«

Structure of the Codes

Variant 1: The letters were introduced in alphabetic sequence on the first

or last pegs of the code, Then foliated the most caasan words,

also in alphabetic sequence. At the end of the coda cam nuutoere,

clock tinea, Marks of punctuation, types of aircraft, types of motor

fi**l, troop units, coqpess points and to son extent naaes of

places and coonsadara. These staple codas contained ten pages at

aost and since for the eat part only letters and occasional words

were taken f*cn then, they were frequently classified as expanded

deora<

letters, digraphs and syllables in alphabetic sequence* The

i

eo&ss «s£ rarely contain*^ w» than 10 pagM

oECRET
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Variant 3: Page 1, row X begpm with the latter A, tbesa followed words with

•

: •

:
.

'

: ^thtmrita hetfairtm Hthl, ete< At tfee

tailtw lite Variant 1.

Variant hi The whole cote was ©ate up of digraphs, syllables, words and short

sentences* There ware no letters. If a Letter waa required in

the text, it waa necessary to Insert a group from the code

known as a "switch group" which signified "read letter". After

this group only the initial letters of the cote e&saents could be

read. This avoided hawing the letters used in the test show

any frequency because they were taken at will ffcoo words with

the sane initial letter. When after the letter text words were

to be used once aore, it was necessary to insert a switch group

with the weaning "read word". Then the words from the cote would

he reed as before. These switch groups were enciphered like all

the other words In the cote. This variant was strictly alpha-

betic hut sooetlaes there were interruptions of the alphabetic

sequence. The words under a given initial would be in strict

alphabetic sequence but otherwise the vocabulary was not alphabetic,

e.g., you might have first the words beginning with K, then

those beginning with S and then those beginning with B, etc.

Otherwise things were as already described.

Variant 5: First cane the letter A with digraphs, syllables, wards and

eeobenoee hetlimlnn with A la alphebetloal etfamtj then these

with B, etc. Tbm cumbers were distributed irregularly through-

out the entire book. The end waa the sew as In Variant 1. These

cote books contained SO to 100 pagea and were aaong the acre ccat»

plicated eyateae.

Variant 6j Each page of the cote wee divided into three colunKks. m each

colina stood the aaae letters, syllables and words in alphabetical

v:' ' eltfa the eea row, i.e., the flral eribaai

begen with A in row 5 end continued throughout the cote book in

the aaae mumr as Variant k* The secmfl column began with A in

M
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Bow 2, the third with A in rear 8, 00 that the a&m letters, syllables

sol sorts stool la Uftaresrt ma in the Mm mwil ami<

':>;;,• v/;; II t fflSIIWIll 06UrSl Mt,

blue, and groan and bad to be indicated in the aoeaags along with

tha sasighsBasa&<

All six variants arc illustrated in Jupplenent I.

Bsm ootasm saeigfcNafl In llfftawt fashions. Qm Mat usual tjpss

cf encipharraent vara not coupled with any particular type cf coda but nigfct

be used with any coda.

faaaa cf Baelphawct sad Doclphoeaagt .,

1. Fags anclpherwsirt.

Thi* Bioplast type of coda enclphexmnt (with coda book up to 10 pagss

at soat) aigit ha cesparad to the erclpharnent of the substituion. Each

page, which waa subdivided into ten quadrants with tan rows each, waa en-

ciphered with a single digit. The second nnber enciphered the ten quadrants

and this rsmslnsfl the ssa» for all pagss of the cods. The third maker, repre-

senting the row, regained constant. Hence all elements of the coda were

expressed by a three digit number of which two digits ware always being newly

snotpiwrad *12a the third ilwayi lenetesd ths sons*

2. Quadrant saclphormsnt .

Each pegs of the coda book waa divided into ten
'

quadrants" i.e.,

them wsm 100 gseteattta tar * codo bock with tan psgM. Bach qpatrsnt

aas aunlphorod vlth s dfassa. As rsaa sf sack ta§BB& **rt Date)

usually reotlned constant or, if they were also enciphered, the enciphement

numbers for the ten rows of esch quadrant always reasoned the sane.

3* Boclpbamsnt tables*

Code books with sore than ten pages wore naturally enougi enciphered

with >v-place numbers* Bach pegs and each row of the coda book would be

sgpiaaeod then by a dlaooe (00 to 99). Encipbemsot of the 100 roes on each

pegs rem hurt the ease for all the pages. For this, special enciphering and

anfphsrlng tattlesm Mv&ogftt. Bum mm tao tafetos saoh *5:fe. 10 1 10

sello stash wsww ohiapl i.^natsaii:

«
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IP

z

I

0_
05
4l
19
75
14

39
Gi
46
65

J9.

tehle

1 2

A(

WW
42 43
18 17
76 77
99 98
94 93
81 82
47 48
66 67

2U2.

0
1
2

3
k

5
6

1
0

9

To nete It

la the tables in

eipheraent tables

44 45
16 15
78 79
97 96
92 91
83 84
49 40
68 69

zsJt

ipheaaaast)

5 6 7 8

Male 3 (i

£0 H
00 01
30 31
80 10
95 35
90 6C

25 26
50 51
55 56

02 03 Ofc

32 33 34
11 12 13
36 37 38
6l 62 63
27 26 29
52 53 54
57 58 59
67 £3 89

0
I
2

3
4

5

6
7
3
9

11° 16 17 & 19 oVA
36 37 38 39 40 24 23
05 06 07 C8 09 65 66
25 26 27 28 29 46 47
74 10 11 12 13 14 70
75 76 77 78 79 85 86
56 57 58 59 60 80 81
90 91 92 93 94 30 31
35 61 62 63 64 95 96

lULSlXJeilM.

)

22 21 20
67 68 69
48 49 50
71 72 73
87 88 89
82 63 84
32 33 34
97 98 99

kEE
convenient fear she cods clerk the dlnones

fas* ton but according to sow system.

A* application of tbsss tw tablet was slapis.

not entered

Codes.

Sehle A was ussd for eneip'j sring radlograas. Suppose, *

toe «Bi eto—r s eirfii M ta to to easlptered sal iimjiiiii Mm *s*d

•toed on page 02 in yow 14, tbar. tram. Sable A the key nunfcer is taken from

too interception of horlsQcr al t and vertical 2. t^s number 07 then became

toe enclpherment number for par/ s 02.. in the same way one proceeded with tho

rov nuaber 14. The resultlx 15 ,» my number 45 earn fro* the first bcrlsontal

and toe fourth vertical sequ< j ce of fable A.

A* "»» °—> toe code ele l c could encipher both the page and rov with key

numbers from toe sane table. She word "aorodron" in this ease would be

identical with the group 07' 1

.

Decoding of toe group ( 45 was acconpllshed in lite aanner. For this

Table B was used. lerisont 1 L 0 end vertical 7 In the table yielded the

sassbes" os and herlaomenl '
i mrtiff1 5 geei toe Baton 14, team 0H4

02, and row 34 in toe 1 ode, "acrodrom" .

1 VARIANT 1 SvpfOmmt I

11
A
S
B
r

A
B
a
3

kl

K
n

02
0 Bbl-flET

1 BblCOTA
2 fiffi

3 rojiH
5 rpy3
5 M>n
8 MHH
7 JIB

8
9 JlEHb

! KA
1 KAMA
i KAK
I KAPT
I KEM

KUJ10METP

<0

j5 (OfJlA15 {«

0k
0 OTBET

2 OTflPABK
(lAPAUiyT
HE
riEPEJl

I riEPET OBOP
riEPEflATb
riEPE.nET

9 HEPEMEH

_£5_

2

0 nPOTMBHMK
1 npomy
2 PA

PA60T
PAflHO
PAflUCT
PA3
paWoh
PAMEII

9 PE^^-

0 TPO
1 TblCHH
2 TWER

yBMT
yMP

5 y»E
6 yMEHbltf

y^EB
yib

i
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VARIANT 2

A
02

0 BH4
1 BHOBb
2 BOEHH
3 B03JjyH
H BCE
5 BTOP
6 BblHATb

BbL/IET

BblCOTA

02

0 ;;4BT
06

3

AS
AB
AM
AH
AT
6
6A
BE
6M

01

MMEET
MHJKEHEP
MCTPE6MTb
KAMA
KAK
KAPT
KEM
KMJIO

anHEM^HEHHOfS
HET
05/IAMHO
OTBET
OKO/lO

OflEPATMB
OTBET
OTMJl 7

nPAB
HPE4HA3H
nPEKPATMTb
HPEPBATb
flPHEM
HPMKA3
np

COCTAB
COCTOflH
CnElLH
CPOMH
TA5JIHLIA
TAJHE
TAK

VARIANT 3

A
ABHO
ABTOMA1U
AOnAPAT
APMMfl
A3POJ1POM
B
BA
BA3A
BAA

rpy3
AM
Am
JlAJlbHEHUJ

JIAHH
jOEHb

UJl

-21W kMBTb
MMyiljECTB
I4HXBHSF
HCTPESHTB1
K
KA

KAK
KAPT

0 MEXAH
1 MUHyT
2 MHoro
3 MO/KH
5 MOCT
MOTOP
Ii

7 HA/—

VARIANT 4

0 KA
1 KABA>IEPH
2 KAJK4

3 KAK
5 KAnUTAH
KAPTA
KEM
KM
KM/IOMETP

9 KJBOMb

a

02
0 BYMT

Bblil

BblTb

3 PA
1 PABOT
PAJMO
PMMCT
VP. 3

1

2

I

I

I

01

MMHYT
MHE
MHOfO
MOCT
MOTOP
ABMO
ABTOMAUJ
AnHAP^

£1
& EIHE

BIO

BAM
BAUJ

BEiayT
BEPH
BEC
BETEP

1

2

VARIANT 5

r- 02 fa ,

a
^0 A

1 A6
2 AB
3 ABMO
5 ABTOMAUJ
5 ABTOflOPT
S AS
I AM
3 AJ]

J AM . -!

0 r

2 TA3
3 T41E
5 r^yEoK
5 ro
6 re^

^
rojiH

0 2b:

! M
2 MB
3 MB
H Mr

5 W
6 MJIET

7 ME

0 MEP
1 MECT
2 MECRU,
3 METP
k MEXAH
5 MEUJAET
6 MM
7 MMH >'T

§jm -

no;i

no/neB
no^ET
no;n
noM
noMCA
noM

06,
0 PyBEJK

PRJ1

c
CA
CAMQ/DET

5 CAB

7

.01
hpo^et
hpotmbhmk
nPQMH
npoujy

yBEJU
yBMT
yMP
yEXA/l
ilOL

0 riEPETOBOP
flEPEMTb
nEPEJJBMf
HEPEJIE/]

nEPEE3Jl
nEPEKMM
flEPEK/lfOM

7 HEP

06
i FIPMMMCJIH
1 HPMOJ^MTE
2 npo
3 npoBEf
k npo6H

VARIANT 6

A ro |0 m KAIK.Il

Mil rojaH \\ k KAK
JUMbH TOP 0J1 12 KA KAPTA
mm rpy3 13 KAMU KEM
MHH ry 14 KAK KM
MTb A 1$ KAPTA KM
AB M So KEM KO
AE MJT6K 17 KM KOJ

M*4
I

KftM

ft?
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K
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WOMB

These different types of essentially saiU cote books were soaswhat different

in their origins! torn. When the pages of the several codes were broken up

Into 100 yoss or Into 10 x 10 quadrants or siqily into ten big squares, where

vith a varying number of pages. She simple types, which were divide*

late ^ pee* gnaw m eash sssjsl sees called by ths Ihasilane taaealvee

"cote table" (gjataraya Tttlifcaa). Thesem enciphered Just Hist eOl other

cote books, i.e., the pages vers enciphered by a dincsje and ths quadrants

by a third digit. All these six variants contained as sore than 10 pages

end coulu be eaais&ercd rlth ttewe aigStfw Tbm larger codes, such as 0KK-&

(OecbyJ Koaesndirskyj Kbd = special ccanaadar cote) ens essentially the saw

cote only it had 50 pages sad a correspondingly larger vocabulary than these

ten pegs codes. Through the fact that this GKK-2 had acre than 10 pagss,

3 diglta m tasjsi snffioed ta ettolpteaHBSBt at* the texts la this eote hal

to be enciphered by two dinoaae, the first dlncsjt far the pegs, the second

tar ths aw< An aaaenttal paint stent any ooaplleeted eote wm Ita sactaat

and ths typa af aanlpharaanl to be aaod with it 1 ha Alftaeat types

of eaciphsswnt are discussed in a separate pert.

rvteso tgrpea m tahta jataai mm fa peat taw aeoag ths f-f'Tw

However, essential aiatnoaaea ware Inherent In than which gave the cryptaaalyst

a chance to lighten his labors*

For Instance, if in the cote on pegs 03 row 25 there la a frequent letter V

and If conversely on page 2% row 3 there la another frequent latter or

digraph, any M, than these two eleaants of the cote would always look the

ssae haweaat they night be enciphered: 0830 « 3006, or 72*9 ~ *972,etCo If

a cote had several such parallel passagas, the aryptomalyst could recognize

these so-called stirrer groups ianadiately in the enciphered aassega. There

are such parallel passagas in every cote. Tte cipher section in Mascow,

vhere all cryptographic systeaa and lays were ccaplled, paid no attention

to these little weaknesses, otherwise it would have avoided thta.

68
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Ste^ tfca e^:i$hmiant. fipea oz>3 tabte Ml haaa tsaSX±e<5& £w

Ifo0i1oi* < nsastpi f»7 ler^ taaUa aarik takl^s ^saro isaaed

sSmlt&acwoly «hieh cotM tten Ixs n©©& in ^tegmts*a» Si carter that tha cipher

eles& Bigjbt kaov docipharlag a mooaflf ahich of thaw tea to ts&Xve

table© fea <$s?.o to ua©, each aaa daaigpated fty e Mttg&t grosup, Htm m~

called indicator grou^. Ahaad c£ eaek enaip^^d text r<m& afcxtya otand

tfca iafiic^toj? sawing tfc© *ac23$e&a^ tttta

Bqp Ah --Mez.— (Baatorollaa lla^irtiinit^x

Waataally ttote ^ of aarighMNft li tfca ana as tfca ^ip^^r.t t^xk*.

55a& ;c^^o aaf MM cf tfca co&© *e*e mmSgktmM b» danaee, «0y tt» aaa cc?

t&s fey 6:u^er&a* aril Hh nU did ail ban ta ha dmpa fia^mr

Sio erx&aa aali aai BlitliaB into t»o heTiae c£ 50 pc^s aeeb - tfta laft iai

right taif of tha ooda, *Ebo flm paateboead coaare of tha code book «&r-3

c€^5£cx^l^ laroedaar at tfee aito than tha page* of tba teo& it»aaf. On these

tecad jaorglaa of tba eonor tksso attached ttsro co-called "packet©" *Mch we
Juet so tail as tto papa Of tie eefe.

Foa oadfc eaefphoaaaaA taa aaUa awe rnqziv^z. - & left asa a

roiicj coatelaai taa tfftaml wvtdott oeqpomee ef Hmm*<

9ba coda hooka for vfctich ouch enoipberaent aaa Istea&ed had a special

structure. Booh page of tha coda aae, life* the cofe itself, divided into a

loft assd aigtt half page* Ban aaoh pop hod taa eegmeee of aoaa naafceF^.

(XMA aad «M0 «r *Mf% aai 19-99*

(poa detail* pao ftwtanA n).
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: Page ooii BMk
BqBfimmu* XX

KHMTb
KH/10

KMJIorPAM
KHJ10METP
KHC/10TA
K/lACTb
K/IACCOB. EQPbSA
K^HMAT
0(0Mb
K jllCMEB o TA6 J]

[AU,A
kpaA
KPAH
KPACKA
KPACH
KPMBOM
KPOME
Kpyr
KpynA
KpyT
KPblUJ

KTO
Kyju
KyJU BblCMTb
KYJIA HAHPABUT
KyM npucMTb

26
2
2
29
"i0

1

i
35
3
3

I
in

U2
*3
k%
k5
k

I
o £9

50

KycT
Ky<HEBAfl
n
m
MB
-flETKUki

P&£
JEEJRAT

/tEWHT

JlEKAPb
JIEHHH
j;ec

-HETATb
/lETETb
-fiETH

JIETMHK
;iETflT

JJHHH

WICT
JIMTEP

51 JMX
52 ./1MHH

JIMWH

-H04KAMM
^OM.TPEB

i8 J\0M

>9 ./ionat
p JlQIUATb

61 iiy

62
wh
wnb
jiymuE
/bi

Jib

. /&H
69 ilfl

70 M
NA

72 MAJl

73 MAPT
75 MAG/1 (1

75 MACC

36)

61

II
31

orA 82
8

8
S
8
8
8.

89
90
91

92

99
0£

ME
MEJ1MUMH
MEJPEHH
MEHUy
ME 71

MEM
MEH
MEHbtD
MEHfl
MEPA
MEPODPHHTME
MEFTB
MECT
MECRU
METEO
METEO CB0J1KA
NEW
MEX
MEX, POTA
NBXAH
MEUJATb
KM
WAJ\

MMMO
MMP

91
92
93

56 99

P }t

2% 72
70127£
71 79
72 %

6?

68* 81
69 82
50 §3

52
12
89 !

m
87s

50 86'

61 85I
62 952
63 961
65 9j
55 98!

Oils cods bookw divided into two h&Lvu. The left and the right half

•oca Included £5 pegs*. Each page ni divided into toast parts vita 25 mm
each 01 to 25, 26 to 50, 51 to 75 and 76 to 00. do left and right side of

Hm code eere aesi«t net by IIWH lag roll. Pec this peapeee thi

left or right dlnone of the tabls could be selected. For tbs roes one took

for 01 to 25 the first digit tmqpmes of the left hey table, for 26 to 50 the

second, for 51 to 75 the first roe and for 76 to 00 the second rov of the

right hey table. The keys ware designated in the nessage by ten indicator

groups, a*., in this ease *m first aaabar st tfta tea or Mi flrat Uglt

sequence at the left "37" and the middle red washer "OV* « Indicator group

370t, than the first mater at 13w top of the flrat right hand sequence "56"

and the sdddle red nuabar "12" lladieetar 5612. Ahead of the cipher text stood

ftwraleaa « tea Indlirator groupei 370* ySut. Bm coda olarkkaes Owl thi

first indicator group was for the encipfaeraant of the left side and the second

for the encipheraant of the right side of the code book. This type of en-

clpbemexxt and the structure of the code could, however, renal the follorhg
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couia be iatepH the latter "H" « 3360, then it could be

stated with certainty that all %-place groups with the mm anci^tars^^...

which began with 00 to ^9 could only be tte first half of the coda, i.e. the

alptebet ftrai A to H, and the other groups which began with 50 to 99 could

only be the other half of the cote, i.e., fras 0 to the end of tte alphabet.

Thia division helped materially in solving the new toy rolls.

2. Since each page was Uteris* divided into four parts, the sub-

division of tte left and right half could also be carried out, which re*

suited in narrowing down tte choice of tte code elaaents on each page.

3- Since tte key sequences in the two rows were so drawn up that they

revealed a certain systematic character, e.g., 05 06 07 06 09 00 01,etc.,

find, e.g., if the key amber 60 was identified for tte row 70 (M) of tte code,

a toy awber & fog 71, & for 72, 63 for 73, & tor Tk algst be assured.

K -t-.: vl— ,W '

4. Since each page could be expressed by tte left tend or tte right

hsnl double hsy iliS j r? Iqr L9 sal & tea tea tegr Mfwants

could be reconstructed in part on tte basis of these two nus&ars:

16 30 tost page Ik line lb and 39

17 31 " n
15 " 15 and *0

IB 32 " " 16 " 16 and 41

19 33
tt

* 17 n 17andte

20 3s* " * 18 n 18 and 43.

She correctness of tte assumption could always be confined by solving

otter »ssages. Thia regular mwrical sequence of at least 5 successive

dixwnee was selected in order *i sosanhat lighten tte labor of tte code clerk

ifcan enciphering or deciphering tte wwages. If tte nuatars had bean

thoroughly ecnabited, then tte search for tte key numbers would have taken

a peal deal aC ttee< Par Ode saaaea tela fteilitatlen vaa Urtvotaed, but

— •••••• • - ••
:

' •
•

.

•-.
...

, .
: / \ - ..
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Bacipharaent toll

(A 33 10. 47 *
05 3* 11
11 35 12
18 25 13
13 26 14
1A 17 00

07

08
08
10
ii
IS

13
1A
15 21 46 03
16 22jgo4
17
18

23
2if- k9 21

4i 12

44 09
1906362220064021250330

hS 00
45 01

t8 03

27 18 %3 21 48
20 17 44 81 49
29 16 45 23 25
41 15 31 24 26
42 00 32 15 27
43 01 33 16 28

36 04 29 19 41
jk £6 00 jtf

Q 27 00. 43
39 22 26 02 44

07 37 23
08 38 ft
09 39 15
10 45 16
16 44 17
17 *3 18
18 42 19
1$ 41 05
SO 40 06
01 30 07! 36 21
02 31 OS
03 32 09

31 07
31 00
33 09
34 19
35 38
40 17
39 16
38 15

20
21

23
24
00
01
01
03
04
05
06

After these last auabers the aem auabere follow la the mm* seqpeace as

bow. ahaa cp. aaefgftaaaaa la cbcss**., a.g^ltiftj than Mm Ml ess m
placed that tea aaja* harlaaatel aeassaea bapa villi ate InHeaaar aaatei

L6 and ate laft teal aal Meat baas, aalaaa at "04" leaalaad vlafala m ate

39 22
48 23

46 20 36 04 31
47 05 37 05 32
48 06 38 10 33
49 07 39 H 34
30 08 40 12 39
31 19 30 13 38
32 14 46 1A 37
33 13 47 06 36
34 12 48 07 35
35 11 49 08 45
25 10 41 09 46
26 19 42 £0 47

last
toy roll

eateaaaat aaeJvhaaaaat saaaaaaaa, 9n east at ate raw, ableh aaa as ate

right of "04", aae actually concealed la the pocket of the cote book. The

rl&it toy roll with tba dlnoaes 50 - 99 was sat up la the aaaa aaaaar.

(See also Supploaeat II).

Oils type of aaclpberseat gave tba cods dark a possibility of selecting

a Leap aaaha* aff aartaate flm ate dlffaaaat bay sad tbns aaaaatlag

ate asa of ate tea rolls pane ralattaaly laag perlad. Basa aaeSataaaaal

rails hat oas eater ataaategSj that ate aafsa af the oode beak aaali hi a*

pressed by two dlaoaes. HSJWaw this aas tery rarely done, which again re-

flects tba carelessness of the Busslaa radio persoaps!. The eertncisos of

this type of eacipbaraaat are described la detail la Sapplsaant XI.

Interval Eacipbaraaat
(Intergallen-VerscfalflfcdeJjune)

BatePanl iB 3

The rolls

type of

iMaMi m tte mm priaatrtplai as tte

ittlthiQII«llthl M»e It fM

lan Air Fore*, in particular
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Hal* type of encipteaneent na the simplest and nmrth^o tte cleverest

type produced by tte Russian caryptogjwq^hlc easrice. If wiiflH haft bun

enciphered aaactly according to resgulatlgas, it would haw been tlmt 1a-

yflMto to leclpfaes thMU But ttet Hi art Npen eel tte MttJptemit lost

all value-

Tte toy oequaacea we constructed on tte sane principle aa tte tap*

sipteoaarat, aa tea teen mentioned already. Of course tte toy sequence*

up in aa entirely different fashion. Ttey did not contain one disc©*

to be used for tte ancipbatmmt of tte pages or roes of ttecote but vera

comtrusted ae fWlarai
m

23-27 91-9^ 02-05 16-19
26-31 95-99 06-09 20-afc

32-35 01-Ofc 26-89 73-75
36-*0 05-09 30-3& 76-79

fV;
i Hj J ftj M !S 4 to 6 additional

11-15 28-31 55-59 87-90 lie mmm Iggpa

l6-» 32-35 15-OB 06-09
75-79 71-73 19-21 10-14
80-8% 7M7 22-25 2l-afc

55-58 78-80 83-85 25-a8
59-61 15-19 86-89 29-32
62-65 87-89 4l-*5 33-35 etc.

With tteaa interval key rnxoters, e.g., 23-27 tte clesfc could encipher tte element

of tte code book not aerely with a mater 23 but optionally vith tte rasters

2tt,25,26 and 27- By this netted all repetitions could be avoided in tte text

Vv-r,-:-, a —
: v.-.:: o.

wuld have been a fairly even score for all lattere, syllables and wards

ead it weald have been very difficult to eoive tte BMeifWj to ho eetktoi

of tte codes thes*elTes.

She Beeaiaa Moito bussisa Helled to tote full etaeatovi this pooelbi-

Hty. When enclptering, ttey found it aore convenient to take only tte motors

ttet vera printed on ^te teyrol^ e.g., 23 and 27, 28 and 31, «tc. Tte remaining

maters lying totwin tteaa printed on tte roll vera need bat rarely so ttet

tte ant ante of snohaeseetM repealed elaerly tte tmtqpmmg 0* tte drat

and last groqpe, tetoeea *hich otter nustera epysared only sporadically.

SECRET
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*• «OTtsn*lyst did not find it difficult to get the Halts of ttmam lateral*

«nd to reduce tfco groups, s*y 23 to 27, to • comon dmcadmtar. 3!ten t*»

toy «^«cfg could te tasstod in tfas noma my and decryption resulted Just

*• la tfcs em of th* ttp* sasljlHBMBt.

ftddltlre witwi

Xte ecd* books *nci£tered by th* additive systm coatslnsd acre tbsn

100 psgfcs and rere used only by tbehigw staffs. Ths assssgs test nt enciphered

*y tbres types of toys:

1. Steal blccis $ed sheets reused/.

2. Individual bloc&is /pad sheets used once only7, and

3. Central blocks JclscvlsaiJ.

&e Best ton mm the nn—1 aal lndlTldael blocks ghe sentra!

blocks were hardly used and need not be considered.

Ska aonal bloek nwntatnad 10 dlftaant hey tables, eaeb af ehlcb oonld

be eeployed several tinea. Each key table contained 5-digit groups in rows

of 8 to 10 groups and with as aany aa ten roes.

57210 Shh09 68*21 00857 19972 25*89 11795 OOO76
90152 3?°^ 53820 35*28 87635 38922 1*5362
97537 36728 93873 10009 9008O 31133 *0139 89653
352*1 119T3 tfm £013* 97685 07923 6^529
2938% 60011 39801 25*37 O9098 25911 38921 59201
ran 95TBL7W :<.: 93873 • 559 V
3*629 05380 25631 66*73 3*233 577*8 00187 38706
6*873 99938 0135* *87*6 66663 019*5 88*66 39826
15557 38762 36*57 58236 *9999 36537 11133 39873
75756 35672 39873 00013 8376* 9*8*8 53*65 39000

Each table contained a 5-place nunber. Each block, which contained 10 such

teniae, «aa tadlooted by five Hgtaa. Bam bleak ani hay tenia anabers

had to be Introduced into the naaaaes aa Indicator groups in order that the

afceofts* s&ekt knew Mdeh table ha ana to aaa as •eelBkBf tha aanaaaja,

Enciphenamt of the aassages was aa follows: The code nunbers (pages

and rows of the code) which yielded the text, ware taken out In sequence so

tkat the *4*«M MSI Stood 8 la a sow. ka*> tho hey tabla is at seal lad

that a key
; ; breath each oca® group, fkta May spoap aas Chan

aided to the code group without carrying the tens.

7*
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Message Group U012 OlA?l 61993 70516 73088 37519 20007 2069*t

Code Group 83376 9009^ 36527 k&8ri 36^53 99883 9001* 93001

Bey Oroup 38746 111*87 35**?6 3H39 V7635 ^8736 30093 37693

2h» 5-dlgit groups at the top we the enciphered cote groups. If a oeasage

bad acsre groups thazx mam contained in the toy tabic, the groups of the

key table wore uMd again, starting at the beginning, vhich resulted

In an uninterrupted sequence of group ambers. This give rise to the

nane wZahIen-4tem,y (number vonmddltlie sequence).

In order that a ksy table night be used several tins, a different

starting point vas chosen for each nessage. This starting point also had to

be sent along vltb the indicator groups. All nessagss enciphered by ont

toy table belonged to a "series", i.e. all assuages of 00s seriesn

could be grouped together and worked on together in the cryptanalytic

section.

Deciptexaent of such sessages proceeded in a similar fashion-

Cipher Group 11012 01^71 61993 70»6 73088 37519 20007 2Q6&

**y Group 387*6 Uk&i 35*76 31139 Vf635 ^8736 30093 37693

Cote oraw 83376 9909* 36527 *9WT 9*53 99883 9002* 93001

m deciphering, Vast key table wa» also applied to the enciphered

groups hut Instead of heing added was subtracted.

The weaknesses of such key tables (normal blocks) resulted tram the feet

that the cryptanalyats (i.e., the eneey intercept service) could ccabine in

cma "series" the mi 1em enciphered by say ess hey sable asJ If ttae* sere

75
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mm then four meeeegM in a "eerias" he could also daclphar than. These wera

the disadvantages of the nomel block. Conseq^aatly these tables ware only

employed kMauM one could uao a block (10 Joey tables) tar a relatively long

tine aad no currant supply of new blocks vu necessary*

lbs individual block also contained 8 to 10 key tables with 5-digit gnx^t.

The groups of the ksy table wwe addad or subtracted Just as in the case of

manal blocks. The only difference is in the usa of the two types-

It was forbidden as a natter of principle to encipher mm than one oeseage

with one and the ease key table txom an individual block. If the sassage

mm Imp* then the Whin, the an* table bei to be tUm to yftaM out,

Siaca each key tabla was always usad beginning with the first gsrap, the start-

ing point, which could be chosen variously (in the case of zaomal blocks)

dropped out, ISm indicator group only showed the aunber of the block and of

the tabla. Only in rata cases during the war was it possible to find two or

three nessages enciphered by ona and the esse ksy tabla. This probably

happened for the staple reason that the radio station had not recaiwed any

new individual block and was forced to encipher its wstagrt with key tables

that bed already bean used.

Fear this reason deciphenant of Messages enciphered by the individual

key tablae was impossible. The only question was whether tfca stations which

wera suppoaod to onMpher their ires—gas with these individual blocks would

get en adequate -current supply , That nitftt be possible in the case of the

higjhar staffs which warn fer iwmd tram the battle line. The question of

supply was rare difficult in the case of other units which ware constantly

on the now and wera exposed to the risk of letting cryptographic arterial

fell into the bonds of the eneoqr* Furttemora, in the caea of while units

replacement of the May blocks was less aaay so that saaUsr unite often worked

with mm stqpla cedes and kegs. Bevarthalaas, during tbe war aaay big codes

with countless blocks (individual and nooeael) £©U into German bands.

76
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great advantages of the additive keysm that la enciphacriag

the cote 909 toy adding the tey group, any repetition wee avoided, thus iff

one end the esse group off the code occurred repeatedly, it wee changed each

tine by Hie key group added to it. -Sale resulted in a completely false

etatietical picture with which nothing could be undertaken. Only in the case

of normal blocks, when one table wee used for several taessagea and then

were then lined up correctly, was it possible to decrypt them using an especially

prepared difference catalogue. Only during the first two years of the war

did the Russian, use normal blocks predominantly, later they virtually disappeared

and only the individual blocks were used.

Solution end Structure of the Basic Code

to illustrate the solution off a code, we wet start with an L 1

For this purpose we shall select a simple Air Force code, one off those which

the Russians used during the war.

Ihe structure off the code was essentially like the others. (See Supple,

eat m).

Ja order not to complicate the decipherment process unnecessarily, we

have chosen a staple type off encipherment.

Supplementm shows the code in its basic form. To make it easier to

g**sp, the code has not been reproduced in ite original form but on a

single sheet. Each column corresponds to a page off the code book which is

subdivided iato ten squares (auadrauts) end each square into ten rows. The

numbers entered at the top and at the side are the assumed key numbers with

which the text has been enciphered.

•m text selected here has been freely invented but is similar to ori-

ginal*. The text has been enciphered by the code (Supplement m) and has

bean entered above the cipher groups forpurposes off comparison. She trans,

lation of the reconstructed massage reeds:
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To tte OUsT or StaST or tte Stli Air Aj^or.

station because tte danger of galling Into the hangs of the enessy la be~

cooing cur gmtar. Pual tte mlntmlnlng the voefc of tte radio statical

is on tte mas. Tte roestwm vill shortly ba unabXs to function.

Signal Chiaf of tte 55th BA3 Major LIVASEEV.

171 525

C. HO
55** 751

i HA* * rm
913 2C0 720 951 5&
T k HO J7A C.

913 200 319 7*3 55*

TA MO .8. KT Cl™T^& 5* 9$ m 836 ft 912

EE (•) EfRiWH HA Ot
46 280 800 763 758

5» 127 762 9*5 *86

UMT£
599 l8fc

K) TAK
223 917

T W
913 200

ffi & 7&
ME HAW .EM
177 720 *59

kh ck;

128
;rflfO

791 8lfc 200

829 2& A

HE C. MO r y T
723 55% 711 *70 951 913

CO H/W CKkJH PAS
280 706 585 06* 618

MB 100

55* 193

912 280

&6 186

MA m
198 171

KM

7^ 507 8Gl

kmc o
2JD5 757

B Pi
828 528 122

» & &
^36 829 7&

395 *82 750

i tuc P£f
200 213 560

o p -^y
857 518 13H

centals* 109 •** *ou2d naturally w«r b« sufficient for a

teclpterwat UT tte cote vera not already Imom.
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Sups&ement HI

>ra~-

1 A 6"

!

*» h» /VW6PK

« At ,« ro.a,

•JA «f»oA
1 *oP

:1

MM.

H

- MP

>

P hop

> npoStr

it ntpEK-rtKn. npooepKA-

*nepe*£*i u npc\o*o\»

t £ T.

A

• i cTO
' CTOpOhf

»/7epB»r/>Aa • npotMi, .6 cs.^bffc^

i/7fpfcrw*> Wmp»i*r Ksm,*.

inip&lMBA }>/lpOO<£u« J 7"

•>nHT***H )npoui2 » ran
I /7^£rf t» P t nan >*i

i* K>P

1 Annapar 1 ^p©3o-

»pp^i
1 AT r

s A* ^

i3L

MA

KIM

-UK.

» HO
t r\<?r
> MOE.
I* MOHtH

i isopoi
> hoct

1 tSoCTTOK

B.A. -

PAB

6

J
*7A*A

\SB>

*Pt*

? .A 6

1 AfitbM
[I MK>

f eoe>
-in

J A*f

1 H

i BO

ojBopbCA

2.B^J

>.6^«Tb

3C
.&am
.BAH

^.6au\

»A,oroQop

i AON
" .AO*

1

HMPOTM&
I H«pSp,
i nac

i flat

3 no&opor

r nor Jjq,*

4 i/orpvs

» noaatp-Hc

Y KA

k MKft
,r HA*<

it>aj>o^TH

i *mp
« B>\Tfc»
1 ftVt

,1 ^i^^SP\T

Ai

• KftV«TAH^M^

1 REK

[1 HvifttMITp

1 rtflpg

THOM
i, HOMQHWp
>V\C icH

o MAM

> Hfro

* tt*HEHAf»>1

Ho

i hot

r

i

v f7o,npt>5H

> nopcT6«V

> P&>r»" ep
\t pfti^ew*

0 ran k«k [•

5 TL >

1 rijJ'',PAMM<L y

\ re**
» ftntp*»

r noj»vr [| p^ _

1 7TMXO
ro
rOB
rcoap

r ro>Kt
k row

0 P"A5tMC

1 C
ii rii r MiMT

i rpt

t rpo

1 r/L
o rPJfrf /)

! 3 lA^rt

3U)tyioh

3

EA
EA4
«M
EH

ET
Ex

i as

>lceA
>H.tA. A°t»

iTb

* .net

JitA

1 J\va

f AWCT

jo oft>

;4 opo
i OA
» oner

i? ot
b OH
> OH
'f OKOAO

» nop«>ivTb
V no P *ja,ov<

u noc-«t.o,H

> 6bi-ur
f BMHgCT

• |M<P/»

iAntCTv-

,
iAt"»A3

iAu>«-%
. -TV

r *E«v\T

;> M
1

[4 o o

i on
;> OH
v Onlptrvife

J Ontpc

» t prom***.
) ccmi ^c**-^
1 ftQ««ft»Tb

I ripjo.

. M»pT

Ji hi

VOT'vbP

I OTnpaft

4 C&IA6HH
2 c&e>yt

b CA* ^>«Tfc>

1 CKOPO

0 M '.CU

1 "J K4TK

k ^HtHPtU

mfcamftMJb

2 CNtTO,
S np£A&Hfl,£\ l CMiUI

!v OblcL

lnpe.Hr*"bH<i'l ^( . . jlapV4ep&4b

1 7pf^0 4pfi«Hrii CO I

,nplpB4T6 .**OfiA**o* |y Xoa,
; npM iTtoAlvtifflii f xo5,

>i7p»»Pcr*B Uo^»-D 'XoT^'L
inpMeiA jco^<« / rb ' lfur
s Hr> N fliUMB

c OK)

i /7

'7/»pAOi»oT

r nApr

'npn.nr < r r- » ti- i4) . «
" HVA%

.np^er l5Coer«<Wh |> VAVV\TP

> npmr*4tt\ J «nnccK > OACTO
i -nc ;o I Pt I MCA
<""t«fbM.-., * -<%c 1 *bt.
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0 l 2 2 k 2 6 8 9
0 fKAK 7 f E

I EH
1 1 i

3ttl
v
.

i nk 1 1 1,

14 C mm
2

i y
I N

•• • J j » -

a

3
u M7 sin *% is

,• ptj

4 i II
. n i

5 1 r
1 C

i«y

6 S n i

| A*

7 i'ii

ME
:.: M

" •A

e M
:;>^

* er

WW)
9

3 JiJ : irf

!

4 |j£

Tba groups tntmd in tills tabulation ffcam tha cipher aessaga usually

occur only ciiea. Tbm ftt^mey of tha stag]* groups Is hardly noteirartby<>

Katasros tMs Is not & oaaa Of fMttiaa iaelglMMMtt but sa SM MMly *P

illustrate

1*. Hot a text can ba ancipbwad,

2. Hot, by using tha count, tha co&*, «hich in its basic foot

la alphabetic, la torn asunder by tha aaclpbaa»at, and

3« to by using solTOd wissagts and ttaa tabulated count a* can reeovsr

tha basic coda «han it la not known.

If a coda la not known, *a raqsuir* for solution at least 20 to 30 long,

carsftolly Intercepted ntaaagta. (This holds tarua only for codas and en~

clpfaarmnts such aa those untar cculdaration.)

Slnca tba test can ba put tegstha? out of words, syllables and latter*,

ncada *iich xse rerpeated can ba coagossd diiStaaatly t*m digraphs and syllablas.

In this nay tba fravwcclas of tba lafcters, syllablas, latters and digraphs

can ba disguiaad and far solution nova traffic is raqulrad in order to dls-

ww tha firaquency of tba aingla eleetents.

If v» look at tha tabulated count, ahara all tlacoda aleneats haw

already baan anterad In rad, aa can note tha follwiijg:

ao
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ttm third digit la tka pot, thick is aataved la Ike Milam wgmm*9

vamfnafl constant, I.e.* it w&s not enciphered. The proof is: in square

-91- tte digit 2 is the final ela»at unter nS° tha syllable "sya", Tbe

digit 3 is 4 is rtmn
, 7 is "talc". The alphabetic sequence baa rsMlmrt

haw ai#ng with ttaa aafMM if Iks m nri«i< lha ssm tkUg is

tea* of e^uare -75- 9m digit o la
Vfm% i la "ae", 7 la "0"

f 3 is "COB*. etc.

If the third digit had also ban enciphered, then tha alphabetic sequence

of tha? letters, syllables, etc*, could not have been preserved within tha

SfMortfK

Baace if tha third digit ware not enciphered, than all adjacent frequen-

cies Ilka 8 "V and 9 "VA" in sqpaae -2- would always reeppeaar with

different encipheraants. Since letters and digraphs like V and VA, D and M,

KandKA., MaadMft., Handle etc. are often employed ufaen using code

books, tha adjacent rakers shich express these letters end digraphs will also

attract attention by their fsreqtwacy in tha tabulated count, Bonce if n0"

(t&* neat ftoevaaft letter tm tfea Baaslan Ijktfist) ~ - m lnfrjyaeiei

la this case es square JJf. digit 7# ant in tka seas square these is also

the digit 8, to can say with aHaost 100 percent certainty that this re-

presents tte syllable "OB". Moreover tha digits ahead of 7, tha digits 0

anl i namnt mm Into the as*p of Iks 0 lattan but mmt slgatty tklm

beginning with B and since it is ahead of the letter "0" it sust be sons-

thing beginning with *WUJ* or "BO,.".

2fesse assumptions can help a great deal in solving the neseags because

ta tha hjgtiaHni wary nmbbMm is kqpaHaafe tot os Means that the pom
55** tJhich appears several tiaas in the Mssaqs has been interpreted as "S".

In the third digit seqoance off tha asesags we find between tte two 55** groups

tha group 751* Group 751 is a group standing ahead of "0" (757), hance «i$it

be iMHrtu hagtmfng «llk I . PrasMahljr It oaa be a U0N*k Ml Mt

& to2?ci :
;:v -- 7 - mi alaoa ll mms a *ort eaya bttmm Hm gmv ftv

the letter nOn we ny assume that we have either BE, BO ar BB. 3his

assumption we enter batmen the two "Sw and lock at the groups ahead of "S",

The mGc®& gznrap afaaad of t:Su is 757 "0% then cooes 7*3 vhich appears

twice in the count end stands la the aaae 7 with nOn . % assusa

that group 7^3 cannot le a syllable starting with 0 because two "0" in
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succession and then Is a rcxy rare con&iaation crai ransequently our group

Wlfltfi be sitfefc* s<aaetai25s sterfeing TI # (ahead of n0n or acttetblag beginning

with ?T
P..'-

: following tho latter "0nX

Since in squaws lbs digit 1 ahead of ^''l^'ajbpm^ i»cn

inftez$roia& as "KD7* or "80% the mater 743 algbt be eittar UM': or K
iSS

c
, or

1* it atart* with P it night te "PA" oar "IE* If we now insert between n0w

and nSn the syllabi* V car
nmn or "PA* oar "PE" end pronounce aU four

syllables in connection with "0" end *Sm , then the syllable "PA° seen most

plausible c We reed: 0 PA S S... If we new assune the syllable between

the two "Sn to be TSET or "flD*, then ve get the noard 0 PA S 190 S (T) signifying

"danger". With this word ve have also found the letter "T* and the "soft sign"

after "F**

After the first break in has been made, the nest interpretations eve easier

e.g., in the fourth row of the aessage the third group is again "S" followed

byoiA, Group 913 *** hence 9Jh adgit be tie have already

equated 771 «&d *ED": smso the following group is 826. This seas

-letter of a nease (signature). Majjy Bussian naioes end in *V"c In square 82

of the count we haws two digits 8 and 9 both of which occur three times end

consequently nltfit well be T and "VA°. This assumption fits in well with

the groups already interpreted: S BO V .... Tbm next group following

"V* is 912. Group 913 has been interpreted as *r„ 912 aust be the last

syllabi©beginning with "S* end this is generally "SKA" .
fJEhis assumption also

appears correct for the partially recovered word nS T&tiOV . . SUP can only

be STAlWrraSXA * "begins". Consequently group 165 is "IT1 end 912 is "SJA"*

In the third row of the aessega we find once wore the group 55* and 913

200 which we haws interpreted es S T end the "soft sign". TSm group ahaad,

7^3, is toowa as "PA% hence ^ PAST « with the already recovered word

0PASHOOT* (danger) ahead of it can only suggest 'POPAST* end the phrase is

"run into dangtx".

And so we continue. If the first break has been nede and If the test

is oade vp In part of letters mid syllables, further solution beeones mere

SECRET**
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Of coursa tee syllables and the digraphs can disturb tee ftw^aencies

which would be r«**eled by latter text, but one* th* first digraphs or

syllabi*© ham bean interpreted, tfcey facilitate further solution. In thla

W groi^a that occur only xwraly In tee count amy ba solved.

Further study of tea tabulated count shovs tea possibilities;

1. Of arranging alphabstlcally tea coda which has baan tern asunder

by tea enciphenant, i.e«, of sastoriBig It to Its basic fern, and

2. Of recognizing tea system of enciphernent*

After studying tea individual columns (pages) of tea count, ve recompile

teat in coluaa 8 stead tea letters A,B and V, consequently tela will be tea

first page of tea coda. Than cows coluxsn k with D,B aa page 2, teen

column 1 -site If K, L, M as page 3, tean column 7 with M, ^ 0, P as page k,

thai column 3 with P as page 5, teen colum 5 with P, B, S = page 6, then

column 9, S, T, U aa page 7, and colnaa 2 with Sh and "period" as page 8,

Finally we ham two columns left (6 and 0) which cannot ba placed for tee

because we cannot know which one of the© la supposed to ba tea final

After the vertical sagunK* of tea pages has baan obtained (l « 8,

2 * k, 3 * 1, h * 7, 5 * 3, 6 = 5, 7 * 9, 8 * 2) we must proceed In

precisely tea sane manner with the horizontal rows*

We start with tea assumption teat 'A" stands on the first page In tea

firat row, teen tea 7th horizontal row * 1; tee 1st » 2; 6th * 3; tee Oth « k;

tbe2nd*5;the3rd*6;tbe9te:=7;the5te*

After we htwe reduced this coda in its alphabetic sequence to tee basic

font, other new enciphereents can ba coopered horizontally and vertically with

the eewomal etfmmna of tee soda $mt aa la the ease ^ the ettatitetlflm tebles<

In cess tee encipher*** nuaber should not change, tea second digit of tea

group signifying tea square "V" and nVA° would at tee same time indicate the

square* "BB% "RD", "BIT, «KT and "KDn . The saae thing holds with respect

to eteoe eqparee,

Shis la true only of tee simplest type of encipherwmt If the encipher-

sent uumbare function aa follows:

tee first maicatee tee page of tea code tee second tee horizontal square,

and tee third xmmixm eonstan^This fl^mUJgp* of enclpberaent was used
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far tte aelwtiow af the mm uraplluatai aMlfteaaaata la bo* aMMttellj

different. Only the solution of a anr eote hecotses nvre difficult, tte

tocipharsawat of additional nmgM, once tte eote liu bus solved and re-

iuoed to tti teste flora* malm tha

All tha difficulties in solving anr codas arosa siseply because of

1* Tbm extant of tte cote and tha nt&nr la vhlch it was constructed,

the vay tha aesaagat ear* coapiled and encoded, and

2. 13aa types of enclpheraent employed.

If a ec&a aaa very extensive and permitted tte clerk to emote his tests

using words, a ftav sentences and only occasionally syllables and digraphs and

vtoy rarely letters, then It tec!: z let oT te&ffic m& wa^oua - effort to

iAh Ike eote,

And even aten such a cote had finally bean solved and reduced to its

basic ffoaca, it aaa not alaaye so easy to decipher oeeaagae In that cote because

vlth &o rich a vocabulary tte test could be enciphered differently and

no CaSflSMBf tmtm a peasfad.

In tte early stages nertLy solved cotes had only a flea recovered

elements aid asssagss could be read only in pert. Far this reason it aaa

^ery tapcartant to aosk these codes out on the basis of tte TTffmgrtT collected

and partly solved. fEhls called for experienced people vith a goad kmvledgt

of tte language, vho by wking the aaasagae over again and again pieced to-

gether their little noaaic and tm able to coapleta the testa of tte

mssages and consequently tte entries in tba cote.

rev parteet aalutlen af tha radtepaM It aM aofc neoeeeaary to adv«

tte eote 1000, nenally^tea % to So partaat el Ite nrrnyi aaa seaa re*

covered tte cipher testa could be reed eafctsftetorily. Experience steaed that

fm tte Mat part tha aana poupi tern tte eote vara need.

The reference aoefc caviled froo tte (salved) messages - several

MHoasnl mm aeafl floe tte pmpuea - nmtatwafl net mm ttea m pagaa aith

100 lines to a pegs, i.e., a total of only 2000 different cote elaaamts (syUe*»

MMj aaata aal eecaalrMl MteM) flUmOt tte la*pa aata boaka

(Ceanaada* Codec) had aa a rula 50 to 100 pages (5000 to 10000 eiawnte).

SECRET
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and working out the cote. When a fav groups had already been interpreted and

unknown groups of the nessages tall la septy calls of ths code, the crypt-

analyst could call to his aid tha groups standing bafova sad after tha eapty

call sad for ths interpretation of tha unknown group look vp in tha reference

voefc tha entries batmen corresponding positions and words vhich fitted into

ths text, Blaos ths elptau tsat of gmplsn asasagss ass usually oo^^eoi of

ths saaa aosds and ths sois books soa^lned aoa aoee asa freer alaaanta,

it aao possibla to vmkrn good usa of ths reference vork vith its alphabetically

arranged alsnenta as tha size sad structure of the coda to be salted becsas

evident* This isCamm seek aided Mp iiijjy^aaaljata greatly harlag ths uar«

It vould be a nietake to take an extensive captured coda book (an origi-

nal coda) for the purpose. To begin vith, there eere aaay groups in such a

coda vhich vers rarely or never used and in ths second place a uusfeer of

groups, ahich had to be taken into account, disappeared or appeared in the

ntv Buaaian codes. Use of the big code vith acre than 100 pages and 10,000

groups vould not have enabled the cryptanalyst to pick out with fair car*

tainty tha correct aaaaings in the case of codes of 10 to 20 pages because

he aould have had too vide a choice.

Consequently the reference work, which ass compiled exclusively ffcoa

awds occurring In solved aresagas and in completely solved codes, aas

further sugpleasnted so that it did increase in else but did not beeoae too

big to be useful. Tha reference aork aas not constructed Ilka a dictionary

but like a fairly large code vith 100 groups in alphabetic sequence on each

pegs. Morsover on tha final pagas vara entered all airplane types, teaks,

types of fuel, etc., etc* On the final page stood ma&ers, dock tlsss,

points of the coapaas, and soaetlaes special, often used astearologlcal ex-

pressions vhlch vara alvaya appearing in the asm order in special vaather

aaaeegaa

.

Coordlnatee (P1anc*adrate)

Since vary aaay place naaas occurred in the wassagas and since these

wst never be seat In clear, they vera enciphered in various vasrtts

85
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1. Sncipbewent of tfae place anw lite the rest of the test vas by

the um of letters or syllables or digraphs. But since m ouster of places

rtgb* be nawdln on mm e«i eel thag scold oadyhi sea* to letttsss wl syll*

ahlw, this resulted in hi#i frequencies of the letters aid syllables vhteh

greatly facilitated the lork of the cryptanalyst.

2. The several troop unite had listed on 00s page 1a their cotes place

cams for their area. In this ny a place could be designated by a single

cipher group. However this was only practicable in peace timevhen the units

had their flmd looetlen and eare not wv*w ribout all tin *falla as la ew

tine. For this reason this type of enclpherwmt for place none dropped

out alnost entirely during the w,
3. The Russian amy naps vera divided into squares (Planqpadrato)and

each square Into 10 x 10 smaller squares. The Indication of * place vas by

a vertical and horizontal nuaber iflxich defined the square on the appropriate

Bap and by a vertical and horizontal number which defined the square con-

taining the place. For vary precise location the square containing tfae

place vas once nor* subdivided into 10 x 10 squares* ifccn the place *as

expressed by a 6-dlgit number. These three vertical end horizontal sequences

wars tognlsrly owlphsrol

,

The 6-digit groups in the wssages stood out clearly and the cryptanalyst

ooold artiwllalifuglj accept then m flaw wwe After tt» wiispii bed been

deciphered except for the 6-digit groups, they vera worked on by special ex-

ports sho ewe aly oowwwi with sdlvlag the nnmfllwtao

In nev codes, when one did not yet know which units yen using them, the

roordlnateo umaitm la the weeagei could eowtlws be solved soenr than

the eetee wdaweogM tfcweelves . -r;..-. >.v.;; ^- v.. •
-,

.

•
•. >•. :.

it vas easier to solve the cote, because the place news disclosed farther

details (thanks to the card file of place news, troop units and personal

nawa kept by tfae Cryptanlytic Section) which were helpful in solving the cote.
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Decipherment of the coordinates was an extra job that bad to ba dona

but it helped vlth tba decipherment of tba coda. Moreover solution of the

coordinates, in caaaa where tba new coda could not ba broken for sow tiw,

night serve to fix tha aetwurks and thus sake it possible to direct inter-

caption of that traffic which waa mated fear tha solution of tha cote. Thus

tha coordinates had thai* advantage art their disadvantages*

Busaian cryptographic service.

Experienced gained bafora and during tha war with tha Russian cryptographic

aarrioa shewed:

1. Russian cryptographic personnel at tha radio stations waa not first

class because it did not carry on its work in a conscientious fashion.

Tha clphar section in Moscow compiled tha nscassary neans of eaclphenesnt

and issued precise instructions aa to how those codas art ciphers ware to

ba handled. These instructions were newer followed fully by tha crypto-

graphic personnel of the several radio stations. The individual cote darks

asde their work easy for themselves in complete ignorance of the extent to

which the eneny intercept service was at work end of how easily their negli-

gence ruined the security and serviceability of the codes and ciphers.

It is hard to say whether this was Merely carelessness and fickleness.

If the Ruasdan coda clerk had been occupied with practical decryption of

their own massages (or those of others), they surely would not have kept

vepeatlai the ease eamfceea sietakee aa fcfaey nnafrtanei te la «oan to ttm eal

of tha war. Perhaps they were not adequately trained and in their primi-

tive aenasr of thinking believed that the text when east in digits which were

superenciphered in a constantly changing fashion, could not be solved quickly

or perhaps not at all. It is also possible that such thoughts only occur to

one who has been engaged in cryptanalysis for many years and baa learned

such things by emparlance. Nevertheless, the carelessness of the Bussian
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oodo olerfc wm to otovlotto that it Mali only l*oi ta tin r^Tfrit'rii that tho

Bmelaa ooii elerfcs hoi bsen imlaoij tat; that <Mi ^rfg» of crypto-

graphic aatters was still Tory primitive.

» "5hl0 IMO Ml m&9 Mit lllMlO Of tfeO ItftfM OCfaelOM

who wasted with the big Coaaantar Cote (odditis system). Ttey were specially

olmaa oad ipon lolly trelaod mm ooio iwifi— > Inol oiiias la (Mi

cipher texts, ouch as occur*** wry frequently with the cods dorks of tho

lower units*

Which esse tho dictates which occurred arot frequently? Those mistakes

which wore node constantly wore generally in tho eaclphenant of tho tort

that had boon turned over to than by their superior fear transmission. In

spite of the fact that than ware aany words and syllables in the code ehich

could be used for the purpoM they frequently sorely spelled out the word*

~
:

•
> yy&*r t po hi#MHr ftRotjMMi' oeaoto flat lie proup*

and thus turned a code into on expanded substitution table, which was

a fairly simple thing to solve,

This happened chiefly with those codes which had tho whole alphabet on

the first or last page* It waa easier and simpler for the code clerk to

use the groups on that page than to hunt around through the code book.

MoraoMi Ike aaftore Hhiehm soalalMd la the ooio tfaoo riot alaeyo

used. Frequently the date or clock time stood out clearly in plain text in

an enciphered message. This seosdngly insignificant detail really be-

trayad to the cryptanalyst quite a lot and in moat cases he was able to inter-

pret several groups before and after such data sent in the clear.

For instance, if the clock tine was in clear in the message, tho group

ahead of the clock time night be interpreted as T (at) and the group

following m "chas" (hour). Since the letter "V" in Russian not only

egpeers in words but is often used aa a preposition, this Initial recovery

helps in the further solution of the code. Or suppose there wore too clock

tlx**, ••g., 11.30 ... 12.00. If the sane group stood after each of these

SECRET
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it signified "chae* (hour), then the group ahead of the first clock tin

wee nS* (ftrom) and the group bttmn the tvow "DO" (to), i.e. "fro* 11.30

to 12.00 hours." Similar Interpretations could he ted® with absolutecertainty

in correction with a date sent in clear. Failure to encipher clock tins and

date was due to indolence and the clerk new thought that this could lead

to solution of the Massage and possibly of the code Itself.

But even in the enclphsssent of the Messages the Russian code desks in

feel* sftpllolty mtM mm? eareleea mutmlmi. Hhsa ths stsmttiss sf fe^ oeii

offered them two or save key numbers for the encipherment of the pages and

lines of the code, they rarely made use of the possibilities and always

took the sane key number so that the disguise of the cipher and of ths

code was lost*

But even the cipher section in Moscow which prepared ths cryptographic

systems did not pay attention to all the little things which are wry

Important for the solution of codes. For instance, it happened with almost

evwy code that ftequent letters or syllables stood on the seat lines of

different pages. These parallels could be traced in each new encipherment

and iMttdiAtely led to the recovery of several groups of the code. It

or tfcs* thooe parallel positions imwltsd mUim^ foallj in Mm ipiitiit lii

of the code but the cipher section in Moscow should haws paid attention to

the matter, fortunately for the erjptanelyst, however, this did not always

happen. It might almost he said that no matter how one htamn spirit smarts

Itself to he clever and sly in suck matters, another human spirit wkich

practices which can help it succeed in its task.

The cipher section in Moscow committed a gross error when it permitted

the cipher sections of the various units to construct local codes, i.e.,

those codes which were to be used by the smaller unite of the any. These

smaller cryptographic units received from &e central office in Moscow direc-

tions and models for the newly conceived codes and they were siQposed to

follow these models. Shay ware ffcee to choose the code elements themselves,

to determine the nuafcer of groups and to set up the

to a system which they ware to

Secret
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As a result it ma observed during thew that waxy sir arales, BAB*s

and MO'u (subordinate units of the air antes) alaeys had codas of the ssat

^haaa cotes idxlch vara sat up by the unite thenselves vara not supposed

to ba in uaa for loagsy than three or four waste. At the ampliation of this

tins the cipher sections of the units vara to aaa to it that the codas

MM ofeaagriL She wmmm tm this s&g probably that tha 1 1 jjtft wwill 1 1 1 osntw la

Moscow had figurad out that after this length of tine codas of a slapl*

charactsr could no longer afford security and must therefore ha replaced

by nw mm<

tat inn this rule ms not slMya fallows*. May eotee mial la

*m tae LMgai Una tan saaks or, iMoqpllaahly wmwiJ^ ism Mad

-ioogslte Mm ms sote.

Oila facilitated tha decipherment of tha nw cote because it ms possible

oote.

Bot infratauantly it happened that ons unit enciphered tha Messrs by

a nev cote and sent it to another unit ahich did not yet barn the ova cote.

' "
"

' ^ ' -She old eote s repetltlM odE tta amp
In tha aaia it bald sad tha mart «m pMfted, Ota «m —npr, mi In

the new and cm in the old cote, were ccepared by tha cryptanalytlc section.

It usually turnsd out that the masker of groups in the two wttsptp ms
Identical, hence the ssae tart had ban enciphered in the saps myy stare-

upon tha deciphsrasnt of the msbsce in tba old cote resulted in the solution

of the ner cote.

It is clear that tha enaay intercept service not only clung obstinately

to tha decryption of the Messages but gate heed to awry trifle, in par-

ticular to careless mistakes. And these trifles, which seeaed of no to-

portaace to the Russian cipher clerk, frequently betrayed a great deal.

In the long years of his practical work the cryptaaalyst not only becaw

acquainted nith tha types of cedes sad ciphers used by the Russian crypto-

graphic service, be also bacam acquainted *ith the Mntality of tha

„ — , ^— m;,^?, ^t,TiJL^ w w*c i^~i..+h *..r u\m my
he Mte in encipherins oscsagss and gave hie entire attention to all those
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things which mould facilitate hia work. The Russian code clerks surely

contributed their share to the facilitation of his war* during the w.
The practice of the Russian cryptographic service during the war off

allowing each unit to use its cm cog* instead of having a for large

difficult codes for all units of the any had its advantages and dis-

advantages. The advtartages vera too sligxt to fully justify the practice*

It mrely coat the eaeoy intercept service more labor « It might haw been

all right If the Russian cryptographic personnel had been better trained

and If the codes had been replaced regularly as intended* But this did

not happen. The disadvantages were out of all proportion. The relatively

eaay codes, Which Here made easier to solve by the failure of the poorly

trained personnel to obey instructions and by their errors, could be narked

out and decrypted quite adequately* Furthermore current solution of the code

aade it possible to determine the Location of the units ilhlch used them.

It is a question as to whether all this can be avoided in the future

and whether the codes can he replaced without exception by machim ciphers.

With the higher echelons, which are usually fairly stationary, this any

veil be the case. But equipping all mobile unite of the any with a cipher

machine is too dangerous and mould require hundreds of machines* For

this reason the Russians will hardly be able to do so. There am other

reasons for coming to this conclusion: if a cipher macMnr falls into the

hands of the enemy it cannot be replaced aa easily as can a code;

furthermore it Is not so eaay to transport as a code or a table which can be

carried in one fs pocket; the cipher machine cannot be destroyed easily aa

can a coda $ and It must be operated by well trained personnel such aa was

generally not available In the Bed Army down to the close of the war.

It la bard to say what paths, the Russian cryptographic service will choose

off perhaps has already chosen**or its coemamications after having learned

about the work of the German cryptolqglc service fro© captured documents or

tte statements of captured intercept personnel.

It may be assumed that the Russian units which have their find locations

in the East Zone, Poland and other occupied countries will transmit their

by wire for the moat ret* Xa war time, or mem in the case of

this will scarcelybe possible, _ This could be observed
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trmpmntly im btfoort the nr. Although radio traffic is very heavy in

connection with maneuvers, it could also be dbwmrveA hatwaou maneuvers, when

the actual transmission of information vu by vim and radio connamication

mm maintained wtly for practice purposes without sending may actual

mseeegss »»

Since during ttaa war units of the amy are constantly in awvewsnt,

no other means of coawmicaticm will be aa awift and aura aa radio and cog-

eequently will be enciphered by manual codes and ciphers of all typee.

It nay be that better planned codes and ciphers are already being em-

ployed exteneively ana that deciphmant will be art tedious and atom

difficult. But thus far whatever a human spirit baa devised end note practi-

cable sons other human spirit has always solved. Even thougi in the future

this will require note tine, still cryptanalysts will solve the new types

of codes because little careless mistakes will continue to be arte and even

difficult codes can be solved with tte aid of these errors.

It is to be regretted that after the end of tfaa war the Germans ware not

permitted to continue their intercept activity and that now these baa been

an interruption of over 6 years in the contact it n»**+^ir>+* with the Bussian

cryptographic service.

qp«rt«11rta «ho wwa mg^pl in tftds mi lentilft cj men* tar many lean

haws been inactive and will hardly be able to pick up the broten thread if

their services ere again required. But they do have years of practical

«parianco behind than and they know the mentality of the Bussian radio and

cipher personnel which will surely not change and they would be able

to yeeatahltah tte broken contact.

Even though the intercept eervice did not do such with tte new traffic,

there will still be enough to make evaluation worth while.

A madm any wiltent a ameotfcly teaitlwliit and wall nrgnntsid radio

Intercast earvloo la bo Imps soaoelvsMa. tte latempt aervlee ipimliSB

the comoand staffs with valuable information regarding tte neighboring

country end secures its own country against unpleasant surprises*
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HB m
mm Btsiixttsxni

X* spit* of the fret that the Gexmn Ccnuend Staff got a fairly daar

pieture of the Bad Any as a ahole, Its organization, composition, strength,

distribution over various areas, etc., and was able to ante proper dis-

anrprfssala eton tm IbM sa they waead fkamaa Into Ika aacfeenelva taarltoaji

of Russia u

Of course it was known that tha roads of tha Soviet Union could not be

iusualaa with tha roali of otbni ec atrlee, Bawa fte a Am gran* hloJwajs^

tha roads of Russia una in poor condition and not always passable* But

any exact knowledge of tha caracteristics of tha terrain as a whole as it really

nas at the different seasons of the year wee completely lacking.

In all other countries one could study the entire country in detail

before the aar. Foreigners vho visited a country could nova about freely

and photograph anything they tUshed to (except special factory and haxtoar

installation). It wee a different story in the Soviet Union. Since it

casss into swing, this Mnaftwy had b®en surrooaied by i veil, Wot aany

travelers moved about freely in this enosnous country and still fewer vara

allowed to take photographs* Aose photographs which were aade in the

Soviet Union or could ha purchased ware so uaiaportant that one could do

anfhlug with Ifcsn*

dfjMst report* shinh aaaa only sparingly Aran Basela mm oonasansd

primarily with spying out other secrets such as nanufacture* and araaaants,

strength of the Bed Amy and its plans and natters of diplonatic or political

noasmt. Evan the air reconnaissance carried on during the war in the un-

occupied areas of Russia and the countless aerial photographs taten did not

give the Command Staff an exact survey of the various types of terrain and

the true condition of naln and subsidiary roads under different weather

conditions*

positions before nilitary action began, the Oernan troops had big

--4' 1 ene Ctiafwcaeu v *i*atf
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torn Hm aerial phoftscragbs telaa osattaaoaaly la tnnirlfffl ai .

• aseeqpiad

of Russia the Gotgbg Air Force compiled a pictorial atlas vhich in its

aayw exceedingly valuable. One aerial photograph ma joined precisely to

tha next and constituted aa atlas ahich could afford a good mmj of tte

country as a who!* without betraying details of the terrain. Sot until

Ctaaaa troops had penetrated far iafco Russia and photogrohed practically

tMijHilim that tfas asaed ftoeoee considered neneessij # oould om see HmK

the huge Russian territory looked lite £raa north to south.

Of course those things vere photographed primarily which vere of interest

to the individual German soldier whether he ware a private or an officer.

Da did not aake his exposures to create a valuable pictorial Accusant but

to paste ttea in his album later on as a souvenir of the tin© of the Great

Struggle end of his sojourn in Russia. A far took delight in photographing

supply trains abandoned in the and, vide desolate plains, little tumbled dosa

villages, brides and cities vhich had been destroy, ths areas vhere great

battles of ancircleasot had taken place. Others, aho had the good fortune

to stay for aoae tiae in beautiful toens and cities, turned their caaeras

oo beautiful landscapes, ares of the sea, river course*, airfields, mountain

nagse sod other wi Malilie taefeto. SkeueaaAe of pliiUiiae wtm takan tshich

rim**! x, • r - jioe MM seat seen it Pletosee eeee ts&$n

at all seei ns and la all m Ahei
; aal scae bed bat ia my mm

very interesting.

It is natural that aaay more pictures vex* taken in Southern Russia

than in the Central Sector and that there vera still fever taken in the

Jta Iks attaaa Beotor pi 1 tern b vj ihoeoa tka saas Line art Nm

saae objectives. There vera Baltic cities like Riga and Ratal, then Pskov,

Pstov-Iaga-Ieningrad higway and the area along Lake Horn. There was not

audi to teke. *Ehe area was desolate and dreary end the northern Sector

aas not vary great. "Sot much happened there19 and consequently sot ouch

could be fixed ia photsgrag&a*

- von caasacte' %j \%m xi «ituet
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On tte Central Sector it ws already differont. But man than It iu

usually tte sane areas wfcich were photographed: tte higway with the cities

Minsk, Orsha, Smolensk, Vyasaa; tte arose and cities where great encirclsaeftt

';.j.-2:? nuumiod lite Vitabekj Jtefcao, Bryansk Bdteulsk and tte mm noun!

Moscow* In general tte photographs shoved villages and cities that had been

shot to pieces, great open landscapes, hlgnays and the poor roads with little

unpretentious hamlets in suaaar and in winter. Cities like Minsk, ftiwrt+nfffr

and Vitebsk ware photographed in all possible variations and fro® all direc-

tions by those sen alio ware stationed there for sons tin**

A rewarding target was afforded by the Southern Sector, in particular

tte Crime with its oaarvelously beautiful resorts on tte Black Sea and tte

Caucasus with its coasts, its mountains and its ravines. The Canaan soldiers,

railway officials and aenfcers of technical sections occupied in tte south

with tte restoration of daaaged rail lines, factories, brldgss and

storage dans, ted tin* to take everything that cans within range of their

lenses. Itaeprcpeteovsk, 2fepcrozh'e with its great storage dam, tte beauti-

ful large Ukranian cities Kiev, Odessa, Poltava and Vinnitsa, where CKH was

located for a long tine., Kharkov, where tte great tractor and tank factories

ware visited and restored, tte oil area around Maikop In tte Caucasus, and

then tte roads, neat pretty little villages, great rivers like tte Dnepr, Don

and Bug with bridges - both intact and destroyed, and even tte faaous

city of Stalingrad with tte Volga shoved up In countless pictures,,

All these pictures were later collected and evaluated. The attespt

was aade to get aa eueh aa possible out of these aaateur pictures and

to reconstruct trtm single photographs a comprehensive pictorial atlas

which would show everything aa seen froa tte ground. These unhoped for

pictorial doewsnts, which ware not intended for evaluation purposes,

yielded far owe than all tte agent reports and aerial photographs taken to-

gether. They showed tte country with its different terrain characteristics,

its cities end saaller localities, aa no one ted ever been able to see

than previously
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M this ytelo wnlnlin nd tte mwltln pictorial nUn tan

nailable bafcro tte Gernn-Sussianw the Gemn troops md especially

Supply wuld ham had an easier tiot of it. nay wold bate accommodated

thimliii to tte situation and bean able to overcome tte difficulties that

confronted tte* at every turn.

*Ma phnfri miniIn mm nnduutad la torn by tte NLleeUu

report with a few sample pictures.

Photo-evaluation and

orientation of tte eagosurea.

All tte collected photographs vera sorted according to tte several

cities, villages and saall areas. City snps on a scale Is 25,000 wee pace-

land for «ta varloaa etfttaa at Ikon vtota«N|ta vhlofc ooald te dnnttud

tented ttenln.

la gaawsral tte squares, churches, public buildings, rivers with hl&umy

brides and tte principle streets were photographed in tte larger cities.

Most of these could be nrted on tte city asps and consequently cc&ld be found

and their vocation determined in tte snapshots.

Precise orientation ma entered in tte fern of a red arrow on tte

chart. The beginning of the arrow, which was anted by a cross, Indicated

tte place from which tte picture was taken while tte direction of tte arrow

rimed mm dtniitln In -Me:i tte anm mm pnlited. All the wim wt s

series of pictures (e.g> of ana city) were numbered serially and tte exposures

v&vm mtand innwiMwdtugly, ill sopoeuna am mo ottgr «nt p* teprtter

ao aa to tie In with one another as far as possible. Each picture waa des-

cribed precisely and tte direction in which tte centra waa pointed waa in-

dicated. Special characteristics were described, e.g., tte type of pave-

nut of tte streets, broa^ such traveled streets In tte busimss section,

etc. (See Sample 1).

It often tegppensd that a mater of pictures taken by different persons

stewd on® and tte ma tfcfcjg. Ite taint ns inillj stet frm dUBteeut
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positions so that cooperiscns and observations could be nede. Further-

sore ftrcm the aany pictures of one and the mm object, each described by the

individual in hia own fashion, it vas poaaible to check vhether the data

agreed , la general or not. Shoes pictures vhlch appeared doubtful, e.g.,

landscapes vhlch could cot be described artd interpreted precisely,

ware collected separately aad coopered vith other pictures of the sane area.

Nov aad then it vea possible to recognise a landscape by special features

and other pictures that could be oriented in vhlch case the pooerly described

ones eouli also be located la uaeful f*i1m
A picture nas usable If it could be accurately located within two

kttaneters. A deviation of two k*lce»ters did not Matter very such because

the countryside did not change essentially vithin a radius of two kHaasters*

City pictures vera jhrortaat if they shoved churches, large public buildings,

river crossings, squares irith littte parka, and large sain streets vhich left

their laprlat on the physiognomy of the city. It vaa necessary that these

objects be described and that it be known vhethsr they vera in the center or

in the southern, western, northern, eastern portion of the teen. Bare

again the Hunker of exposures of the seas object could result in precise

cartantet v.-.." .,

When the direction in vhlch the caaera had been pointed could not be

stated the evaluates tried to detenalne it thesselvas. If the exposure

vas aade on a sunny day, the direction could be determined by the shadows.

Landscape pictures were oriented in the aaae fashion, the red

arrow had to show in the aaae fashion the point at vhlch they vara taken and

the direction. The description of the landscape oust also be precise. It

is lapcartent to know the character of the soil at different seasons and in

( Llffnen t eeefM tar

amy map U 300,000. (Sea Example 2)

In Exa&ple 3 are shown other picture evaluations with orientation.

These single pictures selected free various areas not only shov vhether the

region is flat or with elevations, vhether it has goad or poor road facilities,

but also show the characteristic landscape by vhlch its general situation can

SECRET
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In Steqpl* 1 various eastteures tram Vinnitsa and Odessa hm tern

evaluated and erlasted. All picture* of Vinnitsa com ftrom different

individuals nho ted given their pictures only brief descriptions. B.g.j

flhridgs owr thfc Bug to Vtonitsa in tte Mstan part of tte city"

.

"street running up through tern toward tte north",

tte picture evaluator ted to study all tte pictures carefully, ted to

describe ewtry little iefeeil ehlah eouU be aaae in t3^ pieties snob

as striking buildings, toners, ctoarctes, rlw bez£s, heists, stmt lociw

tions, etc. He looted far similar objects to tte otter pictures end wes thus

able to recognise connections between these several pictures and to orient thee

correctly.

It often happened that tte date with respect to directions on tte pictures

were false because they could not be tesoonlzed with tte lighting and the

indicated situation. But usually it was possible during evaluation to

find tte correct place on tte isp by centering streets, squares, churches ard

river courses.

She picture evaluates had to eapect that those taking the pictures could

not tern described ttem precisely. Tte reason for this was not hard to

find because the pictures ted been taken fcr tte person's own use rather

than tat eveluatlon paqpoeea anl tfea parooe oonM eel restate* tetter Matter

te eas iMking MM sr H or itoply to the Marth at tte fcte»< ruilteiniei

aaay of the pictures ware taten early to tte war during the Gcnaa advance

so that one did remaster tte locality and tte subject of the photograph

perfectly mil but did not recall tte exact point to a given arse.

Pictures which afforded no precise data were not accepted far evaluation

even though tte subjects were interesting^

Here is an exasple of evaluation and orientation of pictures of

Vinnitsa and Odessa.
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Example 1

Vinnitsa (Scale Is 35*000)

City on the Bug in Southern Ukrania* Less than 300,000 inhabitants • No

special industries o To the south of the city along the Bug are several

consider**!* elevations , The city was not badly destroyed during the war*

Plan of the City of Odessa

(Scale 1: 250,000)

Hota s large Ukrartfon city on the Black Sea

6W>P200 inhabitants o

adversity and other schools of like

rank, xsuseums, shipyards, heavy

Mohine industry, chemicals *

petroleum,.

For photo evaluation with the

same numbering see

Supplement 1 (Special map)*
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hctople 2

Zaporossh*e md Vicinity

(Scale Is 250,000)

Hots: Zqp&rGgh'e* forasrly AlexandroTok csi the Dneprp 19Q f0Q0 StdUbfbmtef

seta! ndLtlagi storege dsm parti&Qy destroyed daring tho war and

repstlrecL For picture omLuat5.cn with tto sam nuobering 3oe

SopfSLmnt I (special map)©

66

f

Stetet Pictures 2 and 3 were taken across the storage dam lacking icward

the ?w?st bank (to the Picture 4 was taken tswiard SW across

tho sluice at the stongs dam*

Picture 5 was tafcsn from the i&ispr locking SW toward the storage*

diflu

Picture 6 looking to the SS torard the railway bridg&o

Pictures 7 find 8 taken ftxxa the western part of town looking

ec^th across the Ifcapr toward the railway bridge •

LT*eoslSt*r's note* Tha actual i&ofcos ^ere not included by von LXKGSR, but
the sides from which thoflr ware taken sro indttoated by noobers on thei ebote map,

1D0
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V i n .n l z a j Abschnitt - Sud

Fpontansisht vo« Bahnhof Vinniza
im 0 dep Stadt nit de« Blic& auf
d.gp. Bahnkof9platz nack HO.

A-

Babnanlage und Bahnhof3g*baude
ubep die 61else und offenen
Baknstelg nack H au fgenomen

.

r

BlicJc/voa zwelten Tell dep Hioz- Blie^ auf dleselbe St*asse\jtadt-
doppelbrucke liber d.Bug €eieke einwftpts wie Blld 3 «lt der Sin-
auch Bild 5 u. 6)stadteinwfipt9 biegung In die Ui'epstp.naek N.
nack fl.Nach rechts biegt die Ufep-
str.ait Stpa33'inbahn^l-9is»i.

Blick auf den zwel ten Te^l dep
Doppelbriicke und den oati.Teil
dep S£adt von dep HolzbriicJce aus
rack

Von iepsalber Stelle wlo Bl^d
6 in ^leiche Riehtung aufge-

nome*. Heckts la Hintepgpund
las Baknkofetgeb»ude.

\

Blicic von elnep Arkdke auf die
Doppelbpucke nack O.Dep auf dem
Bilf eicktbapen fopdepen Tell de»
Bpuoke gekt zu dep Ufep^trasee

sic ^TrS^S^^nawtiL H B ptstp.

Die Htfuptstpasse in Vinnixa die

nack SO zu dep Brueke fakrt.Bie
Stpasse hat offentl.Oebauden und

gposse Hotels.
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*9M

Bli ck vo« hohen we.9tl.Uf9p 3»p
2n*T

dljf 419 DoppelbpGcke rach
RO.Ia Vopdaixpunci urte» d<*rAnkok9 He U ferstp. 31 9 zu ier
Doppalbpiicke ffchpt

Voa faofc9n wastl.Ufep,wei tar
westwapts auf die Stadt und die
neue Bpiick9 nacst N aif^enm.

Voo depselben Anh6h9 wie Bild 9uo9p d9n Bu^ auf den NO- Tell depStadt aufjeroaaen.Unter diesslbeufdpstp. die z.d.neuen BpiUtfce

Blick auf diesselbe neu9 BrDcke
von ^leichep Anhohe nacta W.Die
Stras3e v.d. Bpiick9 aundet in die
Havrptstp.ia Zentpun dep S^adt.

Zepstopte alte Bpiicke iibep d9n
Bug -yon d9P Anhohe wie Bild 11
naq> NW auf^enoaaen.

Voa linken Bugufen iibep den FluB
auf die Stadt nach NW aufgeno»men.

Bug siidwestl.von Vinniza ait lea
Blick flussau Tr»pt9 cuf den siidl.
Tail dep St alt aur»enoBaeri.
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Translation of Captions of the Pictures
of Vinnitsa on the frecsding Pages.

lo Front of the Vinnitsa statin in the eastern part of town looking HS at
the station square o

2» Station and station building looking N across the tracks and open platform0

3* View from the soeccnd portion of the wooden double bridge across the Bug
(see also pictures 5 and 6) looking N towards the center of the town 0

Uferstrasse with street car line turns off toward the righto

4. View to the H showing same street as in picture 3 with the Junction of
Uferstrasse©

5* View from the wooden bridge to the SW of the second portion of ths double
bridge in the eastern part of towno

6o View from the height towards the £ towards the double bridge., The portion
of the bridge visible in the foreground leads to Uferstrasse.
[Three lines covered by picture 8«]

7* Taken from the same position as picture 6 in the same direction,. The
railroad station is to the right in the background

«

8. The main street in Vinnitsat which runs SB to the bridge „ Ch the street
are public buildings and large hotels 9

9. View from the high western bank of the Bug on the double bridge towards KEo
In the foreground below the height we see the Uferstrasse tfiich leads to
the double bridge.,

jit f

10a Taken from the same height as picture 9 across the Bug towards the HE
part of the city* Below we see the same Uferstrasse which leads to the
new bridges

o

11 « Taken from the high western bank further to the W towards the city and
the new bridge to the north

o

12 a View of the same new bridge from the same height towards the I? 0 The
street from the bridge runs into the main street in the center of the
cityo

/
13. Destroyed old bridge >cross t,he Bug taken toward the WW fro© the height

as in picture 11 0

14* Taken from the left bank across the river towards the city to the Ma

15 o The Bug SW of Vinnitsa with the view downstream towards the southern
part of the city*
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Steele 3. (See Suppa^ise&t I - locations)

The Soviet Union. (Seal© 1:10*000*000)

5CWJf f -UNION,

K, i
'.r>m\ Jj. (ataha aRlag* 1 - He* Una Ortui!*en)

a*

- Sun l*rfctrta 1

lu-ter: k-latzaangal auX dieaer Jberslcfcts-
Karte, wurien aoloha Opta, di* visla A»f-
r.atfi-w hatter *uf S*nd*Hr«r tar aur^a-
z**l cheat. nj

ti*r *rfol*t«*r Optun^an. ^rasnaJn oai

1 S3 » Special Hap 1.

Because of tb© lack of space on this map 'those places* lAtth had mm?
photos* TOjf© dNMtt cm special rasps. The locations shorn here appoa*?

especially often in the present pictures.

10k
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All these ordtentations warn sari* on sap* of the Soviet Union (German Anay

Maps scale 1: 300,000). The pictures singly and in swim mm given the

water of the map on which they mm entered.

In Franylo ^additional pictures am given with descriptions and orientation*,

They bam been taken firom various regions and, like the preceding e»aple,

show atriking characteristic at the cities and the towns and the landscapes.

This little collection comprising only a pert of the pictures from the

moos ernes reveals at first glance both interesting and uninteresting pictures,

each of which yielded som contribution to the total survey of the area. Em
the pictures which at first appear uninteresting supplied vaualie details

for the compilation of the pictorial atlas.

Them eagles sorely shew a partial evaluation of a few pictures which

suggest only special characteristics and the general situation. Final evalu-

ation took place later after all the pictures had been collected. It treated

mm precisely the pictures in the cities end towns, the character of the land*

scape, the position of streets and striking features, the structure of

bridges, railway installations and factories* Every bit of land and every

target that was photographed could not only be oriented but could also be

evaluated in a very precise manner.

Pictures of cities end towns such as Leningrad, Moscow, Kajbishev and

places along the Volga, the military highways in the Caucasus, Tiflis and

Baku camffcem people who escaped to the Germans during the war or firm the

Hussion population in the occupied area. Only such pictures were accepted

as were mde not earlier than 1938.

The cities, Tillages, factories, bridges and railway lima were constantly

being expanded and mm changing their looks and their location. For this

reason no very old pictures could be used. On the other hand mountains, coast

lines, river courses and slsgOe landscapes did not change in the course of years

end hem pictures might be somewhat older although the limit was set at 1925.

Special internet attached to them pictures firm the unoccupied portions

of Russia because they warn rem and very important.
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be described fully. But since the ctojecte mm generally of considerable

end f&irly mil tocwn, these pictures could also be oriented satis-

feetorlly afMi esreffcl nlwrtlnt

Gradually tram the thousands of pictures a pictorial atlas eaargad. Sons

cities and anas had been so often photographed that m alnost coe^lete picture

could be obtained. Otter places wre zecocrdad by few photographs, «any by

none at ill, so that these places couM only be represented art evaluated in

part if at all.

All In all, bcnswrnsr, valuable result© could be achieved by this picture

©valuation and such that had hitherto been completely concealed in the isolated

country was revealed clearly, espoetog many secrets of a peculiar country which

is still trying to keep to Itself all of its own characteristics

«

Any evaluation, whether of decrypted radiogrsas or frost pictorial documents,

aust be absolutely reliable. Tbm evmluator nost not be allowed to weave

in any opinions of his own. * Ha oust stick to what ha has in black and white,

then hie reports, and evaluations are really dependable* Whenever ha has aade

discoveries of his cm during his wocfc, he can present them In writing, but

it oust be perfectly evident that these isiieiTu axe his own.

CKWCIUSIOH

it need no* ho a jpupiellun tar wet If ana otowee his nttfftiir la

all possible details and thus becomes acquainted with his strength, his

weaknesses and his twtaaUona*

It Is a mistake If a country does not do this*. Each country mst have

even inpeaco tins a well organised and saootfaly functioning Intercept service,

This does not call for a great effort and by so doing one's own country is

insured against mulshed for surprises which can have acre serious results

when they cone unexpectedly.

2*ere «• only e fee specialists in this field. Ttm cryptologic service

is a science apert but years of experience have shown that these tew specialists

can accomplish audi.

During the two World Wars this scientific wosfc never failed and it rea&ered

valuable service. One outfit not to pass over this fact lightly and ftacy that in

our atonic age this work has becoae superfluous. All other security aeasures loose

raach of their value if thoughtlessly or out of imprance the intercept service is

neglontod,
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